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PREFACE 
In modern business and industryi the manager of opera-
tions is charged with the responsibility of meeting certain 
objectives within the strict limits of time 9 cost 9 and 
available resources. As he evaluates the demands of the 
situation and selects the support facilities for his opera-
tions, he often faces very complex problems. Many of these 
problems are not mentioned in the textbooks. They are.dif-· 
ficult to define, are not related to any one particular 
solution technique, and are subject to change from dc~x-to-
day. Still, the problems must be solved with sound prac-
tical methods.~. 
"'""' This thesis is a summary of research done on such a 
problem. It explains a simulation program analyzing the 
traffic load on a dispatch center; it allows the operations 
manager to model his own problem situation 9 and to select 
that combination of telephone facilities providing sati.sfac-
tory service at minimum cost. 
The program has been written in the General Purpose 
Simulation System language for the IBM 360 computer. 
Accepting a simple description of the actual inbound tele-
phone traffic pattern 9 it simulates a work-month of tele-
phone operations and computes the cost for service by three 
separate procedures: ordinary station-to-station long 
iii 
distance, measured Wide Area Telephone Service 9 and full-
time Wide Area Telephone Service. The occurrence of busy 
signals is also tabulated to reflect overloading of the 
lines. 
In designing this procedure 9 I assured first that the 
analysis was theoretically sound. Then, since it was my 
opinion that the manager has the right to make his own 
decision, I made it possible for him to see the results of 
each type of facility insofar as cost and service are con-
cerned. In addition, the manager can see what changes would 
take place if additional lines were added or if the nature 
or frequency of the calls were altered. The objective was 
to provide managers a means of satisfying questions accu-
rately, quickly, economically, and at no risk to the day-to-
day business operation. 
This thesis is the culmination of my Ph.D. program, 
which was begun with the support of a fifteen-month National 
Science Foundation Faculty Fellowship while on educational 
leave of absence from the General Motors Corporation. The 
opportunity to continue the program was provided by 
Professor Wilson J. Bentley, Head of the School of Industrial 
Engineering i:lnd Management at the Oklahoma State University 9 
in the form of a Graduate Assistantship. 
My Committee Chairman, Dr. Hamed K. Eldin, encouraged 
me continuously and made possible the finding and the formu-
lation of the thesis problem. Dr. Earl J. Ferguson advised 
iv 
me well on the selection of courses in his role as committee 
member. 
Particularly, I am indebted to Professor Fred M. Blacki 
of the Computer Science Department. His advice and coopera-
tion in the actual GPSS programming saved countless hours of 
frustration. 
Many others have contributed to my successful comple-
tion of the program: Miss Velda Davis, whose editing and 
typing was most professional; Mr. Frank Cochran and my other 
friends at Bray Lines, Incorporated at Cushing, Oklahoma 9 
for guidelines and data on the thesis problem; Mr. Robert 
Gumm and the staff of the Oklahoma State Computer Center 
where efficient and courteous service was always available; 
all the members of the School of Industrial Engineering and 
Management who have taught so much by word and by example. 
Finally, I must express my sincere gratefulness to my 
wife, Jo Anne, and my children, Philip, Amy, and Audrey. In 
addition to their support and their sacrifices, their confi-
dence in my success was truly heartening. 
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A digital simulation program is herein designed for the 
analysis of long-distance telephone service inbound to a 
dispatch center from remote locations across the country. 
It will assist an organizational systems analyst in accom-
plishing the following: 
(1) calculating the cost of inbound long dis-
tance service for any selected number of 
calls on the basis of full-time WATS (Wide 
Area Telephone Service), measured WATS or 
conventional station-to-station long dis-
tance day rate procedures for comparative 
purposes; 
(2) showing the effect of regulation of the 
average time spent per call; 
(J) showing the effect of increases in the 
arrival rate of the calls; 
( 4) showing the effect of added lines on the total 
cost and on the frequency of busy signals; 
(5) considering the redesign of facilities as 
changes are made in the cost of specific 
services (namely, full-time WATS 9 measured 
1 
WATS? and long distance service). 
The problem presented its elf among many others in the 
course of' the design of' a specific management information 
systemo Data essential to the business of' a firm was re-
ceived continuously in a dispatch center. This center was 
2 
primarily manned with five operators~ each assigned to a 
different area of' the countryo The attention of the manager 
was directed to the telephone facilities used by the dis-
patchers when he received a monthly telephone bill in excess 
of' ten thousand dollars. Realizing that certain levels of' 
activity merit the use of' full-time WATS lines and that 
others deserve measured WATS or simple long distance service~ 
the manager formulated this basic problem: For each of' the 
seven concentric telephone zones surrounding a given geo-
graphic poi.nt 9 what is the proper combination of' services 
(full-time WATS 9 measured WATS 9 or conventional station-to-
station long distance) and guidelines that will result in 
low cost and reasonable customer satisfaction? 
This is not a classic problem in optimization for sev-
eral reasons~ 
(1) The interaction of the variables involved is 
far too complex to allow a single mathematical 
model or algorithm to represent the situation. 
(2) There are difficulties in gathering data that 
force the use of' some theoretical distribu-
tions and there are opportunities that easily 
allow the use of empirical data to represent 
the situation at hand. 
(J) The ability of the operator to influence the 
duration of an individual call introduces 
another option in controlling over-all cost. 
(4) Continuous changes in the telephone rates and 
in the proportion of telephone traffic from 
each zone tend to limit the useful life of 
an optimal decision for any single set of 
circumstances. 
3 
The search for previous work on this problem began with 
the Southewestern Bell Telephone Company. Local district 
managers and sales personnel were most interested and eager 
to help, but could provide no reference to substantial re-
search on this specific problem. Rates, costs, and billing 
procedures were provided with the assurance of continued 
cooperation. 
A review of professional publications revealed a very 
limited amount of telephone systems analysis on similar 
problems; therefore~ the history of simulation was reviewed 
beginning with the early works of Conway ( 1) and Maxwell ( 2 )a 
This led to more extensive study of simulation techniques 
employing FORTRAN and GPSS (General Purpose Simulation 
System). Mize and Cox (3) 1 McMillan and Gonzalez (4) 9 
Schmidt and Taylor (5) show that the problems can be treated 
successfully with simulation techniques 9 especially where 
the theoretical and empirical distributions must be merged 
in fairly complicated interaction. 
Over the period of one year, the simulation model 
described in this thesis was assembled with GPSS and was 
expanded and tested in the course of some sixty runs on the 
IBM J60. 
4 
In general, the user describes the problem situation by 
specifying the arrival rate of the calls, the mean duration 
of the calls, and the pattern of the sources of the calls 
across the country in terms of zone. In addition~ the num~ 
ber of lines from each zone can be selected and the caller's 
delay before replacing an incomplete call is an optional 
part of the input. A more permanent part of the program, 
but still classified as input, is a translation of the pre-
vailing costs and rate tables for the services considered. 
These can be modified to agree with the use of additional 
lines or changes in service charges. 
The simulation handles the problem by generating calls 
at the predesignated mean interval, programmed as an expo-
nential distribution. 
Durations of the calls are also randomly selected from 
an exponential distribution with the desired mean. After 
the complete run has simulated this flow of calls along with 
conflict over the use of available lines resulting in busy 
signals and replaced calls 9 the costs of operation in each 
zone are calculated for each of the three modes of opera-
tion, full-time WATS, measured WATS, and common long dis-
tance service. There is also a tally of the number of busy 
signals met in each zone. 
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The following chapters explain this program in detail. 
There is justification for the selection of certain theoret-
ical distributions and instructions for the substitution of 
others. Examples of several runs are provided with explicit 
notes on each. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF THE COSTS 
Cost Calculation 
The Bell Telephone System provides a Wide Area Tele-
phone Service (WATS) for high volume users of long distance 
lines. In most cases, it is to the advantage of the commer-
cial user to choose full-time WATS lines with a fixed cost 
or measured WATS lines with a minimum fixed cost and an in-
cremental cost over the common long distance service. To 
simplify the process of displaying and calculating costs for 
WATS service, the entire United States has been divided into 
zones. For each state, there is a set of seven irregular 
but concentric zones radiating from that state. The bouna-
ries of the zones coincide with state lines and as a result 
the larger western states form fewer but wider zones than 
the eastern states. (See Figure 1 for an example of a zone 
map for Oklahoma.) Once the zones are established for a 
given base state, rates for full-time WATS and measured WATS 
service are quoted by zone. 
the State of Oklahoma. 
Table I shows sample costs for 
To simulate the accumulation of cost, each call is ran-
domly assigned a source zone according to an empirical dis-





MONTHLY RATES .FOR WIDE AREA TELEPHONE SERVICE 
Measured Time 
Full First 10 Each Additional 
Zone Time Hours Hour 
1 $ 900.00 $ 220.00 $ 16.50 
2 1100.00 240.00 18.50 
3 1300.00 260.00 20.50 
4 1500.00 280.00 22.00 
5 1750.00 310.00 23.50 
6 1850.00 325.00 24.50 
7 545 .00 165.00 13.00 
9 
A cost table was constructed to hold the equivalent 
long distance charges for calls to the center of the respec-
tive zones. For example 1 to Oklahoma City~ a call from 
Zone 5 spans an average of 1100 miles. The costs for that 
distance were drawn from long distance station~to-station 
day rate tables for call durations of one to fifteen minutes 
and were loaded as entries one through fifteen on line 5 of 
the long distance cost table. The zone and duration of a 
simulated call are used as entering arguments to the cost 
table and the total cost for the call is extracted. 
II, III, and IV illustrate these points. 
Tables 
The cost of measured WATS service is based on the total 
time used regardless of the number of calls made. There-
fore, it was necessary to accumulate the time spent on each 
of the simulated calls until the run was complete and con-
duct the measured WATS cost procedure for each zone sepa-
rately. The rate structure specifies a fixed cost for the 
first ten hours and an additional cost for each hour there-
after. This is best managed in simulation by the use of 
continuous functions; again 9 one for each zone with the 
total usage time expressed as the independent variable. 
Figure 2 shows these cost functions 9 merely graphic transla-
tions of the costs in Table I under measured WATS. 
There is no calculation required for the full-time WATS 
data. It is initialized and printed out in the proper table 
to permit easy comparison with the alternate modes of cost 
calculation. 
TABLE II 
LONG DISTANCE RATE TABLE - INTERSTATE 
INTERSTATE COMPUTED CHARGE TABLE 
OPERATOR HANDLED ONLY 
NON-COIN (BLACK) COIN DEPOSITS (RED) LONG LINES SCHEDULE NO. I 
RULES GOVERNING 
USE OF 
1. Aaotinll 111G\11n iftS,ction X lhoukf•ot be .ddtd to111thar ADI added lo f!IIOllflh; ill SKlicmA aad B. 
2. Amount& illStctioaA. .ul111vttbt tdd10tag11hrtll0f trtdtd to 1111110V111 litS1ctiuX, but&1'#bl ~Id IOOIII OI IIOfl tllWIIUiaSKtiol:8. 
X, A & I SECTIONS 3. All0Wd1 laS1ctio11 B ••to bf UMd~fDf ldditiutoHtlllOUII iaSll:IICHSA ud lllld ntWIJ be UMdtiDIII, llDf llldtd IO INUl'lll inSKUNX. 
COMPOSITION OF TAIi.i 
RATE HOURS X A 
STEP DAYS 
H - Holidays 
CLASS 3 4 5 6 7 Minutes of Conversation Holiday Rates apply on: 
15S 5P-8AMon-Fri 60 75, 90f 105112DIComputedTollCharge-ExcludingTax 
18 AIISat,Sun&H 65 20 351 50 65 k:oin Deposit-Including Tax 
Christmas. New Years, July 4, 
Thanksgiving & labor Day. 





DAYS X A B 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
ALLHOURS 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 50 100 150 2 s ~jPO~l+-A_LL_DA_YS-t-_15-t-_06-+-1_5-t-2_0 +-25-t-_30-+-3_5-t-4_0-t-45-+-_50-t-5_5-+-6_0 +-70-+_75-t-6_6-t-11_0+1_6-15 
All HOURS 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 60 100 150 
1- (COL) ALLDAYS 35 05 10 15 20 26 30 35 40 50 55 60 65 70 55 110 165 
10 2 p AllHOURS 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 50 100 160 
All DAYS 55 05 10 15 20 30 35 40 45 50 65 60 65 70 55 110 165 
All HOURS 3 s jPOI All DAYS 
All HOURS 
11- (CDl) AllDAYS 
16 3 p ALLHOURS 
All DAYS 
All HOURS 4 s !PD) All DAYS 
All HOURS 
17- !COLI ALLDAYS 





5 s 23- All HOURS All DAYS 
30 5 p All HOURS All DAYS 
BS 31- All HOURS All DAYS 
40 6P All HOURS All DAYS 
7S 41- All HOURS AllOAYS 
55 7 p All HOURS All DAYS 
8A-5P Mon-Fri 
as 5P-8A Mon-Fri 
56- All Sat, Sun & H 
70 8A-5P Mon·Fri 
SP 5P-8A Mon·Fri 
AIISat,Sun&H 
8A-5P Mon-Fri 
9S 5P-8A Mon-Fri 
71- All Sat, Sun & H 
85 8A-6P Mon-Fri 
9P 6P-8A Mon-Fri 
All Sat, Sun & H 
WE m E WU W ~ 00 ~ ro H 00 ~ W ~ 1W 
20 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 65 65 70 75 56 110 165 
m E WU W ~ 00 ~ ro H 00 M 00 ~ W 1W 1W 
35 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 55 60 65 70 55 110 165 
50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 110 95 1W 105 110 115 50 100 160 
56 05 10 15 20 30 35 40 45 60 55 60 65 70 65 110 165 
Em E WU W ~ 00 ~ ~ H 00 ~ 00 W ~ 1W 
30 05 10 16 20 25 30 35 40 45 55 60 65 70 55 110 165 
m • w aw~ oo ~ ro Hoo~ oo ~ w ~ 1w 
35 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 55 60 65 70 55 110 165 
·- ---
50 55 60 65 70 76 80 85 90 95 100 105 U O 115 50 100 150 
56 05 10 15 20 30 35 40 45 60 55 60 65 70 55 110 166 
FEBRUARY 1, 1970 
--
X A B 
3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 100 200 300 
35 10 20 30 40 55 65 75 86 95 110 120 130 140 110 220 330 
50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 100 200 300 
55 10 20 35 45 55 65 75 90 100 110 120 130 145 110 220 330 
35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 100 200 300 
40 10 20 30 45 55 65 75 85 100 llll 120 130 140 110 220 330 
55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 100 200 300 
60 10 25 35 45 55 65 80 90 100 110 120 135 145 110 220 330 
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 100 200 300 
45 10 20 30 45 55 65 75 85 100 110 120 130 140 110 220 330 
65 76 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 195 100 200 300 
70 16 26 35 45 55 70 80 90 100 110 125 135 145 110 220 330 
45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 150 300 450 
50 15 35 50 65 80 100 115 130 150 165 180 200 215 165 330 495 
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 i10 120 130 140 150 160 170 100 200 300 
45 10 20 30 45 55 65 75 85 100 110 120 130 140 110 220 330 
70 85 100 115 130 145 160 175 190 205 220 235 250 265 150 300 450 
75 20 35 50 70 85 100 120 136 150 165 185 200 215 165 330 495 
70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 100 200 300 
75 16 25 35 45 55 70 80 90 100 110 125 135 145 110 220 330 
50 65 80 95 110 125 140 155 170 185 200 215 230 245 150 300 450 
55 15 35 50 65 85 100 115 130 150 165 180 200 215 165 330 495 
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 100 200 300 
45 10 20 30 45 55 65 75 85 100 110 120 130 140 110 220 330 
80 95 110 125 140 155 170 185 200 215 230 245 260 275 150 300 450 
90 15 30 50 65 80 95 115 130 145 165 180 195 215 165 330 495 
90 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 100 200 300 
90 10 20 30 40 55 65 75 85 95 110 120 130 140 110 220 330 
10 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP DAYS 
Cu\SS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
8A-5P Mon-Fri 55 70 85 100 115 130 145 160 175 190 205 220 235 250 150 300 450 
10S 60 15 35 50 65 85 100 115 135 150 166 180 200 215 165 330 495 5P-8A Mon-Fri 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 110 100 200 300 
86- All Sat. Sun& H 45 10 20 30 45 55 65 75 85 100 110 120 130 140 110 220 330 
100 8A-5PMon-Fri 85 100 115 130 145 160 115 190 205 220 235 250 265 280 150 300 450 
95 15 30 50 65 80 100 115 130 145 165 180 195 215 165 330 495 
10P 5P-8A Mon-Fri 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 195 205 215 100 200 300 
All Sat.Sun& H 96 10 20 30 45 55 65 75 85 100 110 120 130 140 110 220 330 
8A-5P Mon-Fri 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 150 300 450 
11 S 65 20 35 50 65 85 100 116 135 150 165 185 200 215 165 330 495 5P-8A Mon-Fri 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 150 300 450 
101- All Sat, Sun & H 50 15 35 50 65 80 100 115 130 150 165 180 200 215 165 330 495 
124 11 p All HOURS 95 110 125 140 155 170 185 200 215 230 245 260 215 290 150 300 450 ALL DAYS 105 15 35 50 65 80 100 115 130 150 165 180 200 215 165 330 495 
8A-5P Mon-Fri 65 85 105 125 145 165 185 205 225 245 265 285 305 32& 200 400 600 
12S 70 25 45 70 90 110 135 155 180 200 220 245 265 290 220 440 660 5P-8A Mon-Fri 50 65 80 95 110 125 140 155 170 185 200 215 230 245 150 300 450 
126- All Sat, Sun & H 55 15 35 50 65 85 100 115 .130 150 165 180 200 215 165 330 495 
148 8A-5P Mon-Fri 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 200 400 600 
HO 20 45 65 90 110 130 155 175 200 220 240 265 285 220 440 6~(!_ 12P . 5P-8A Mon-Fri 100 115 130 145 160 175 190 205 220 235 250 265 280 295 150 300 450 
All Sal.Sun& H 110 15 35 50 65 85 100 115 130 · 150 165 180 200 215 165 330 495 
13s 8A-6PM011-fli )0 90 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 WO 400 600 ( l& 25 45 70 90 110 135 155 180 200 220 245 265 290 220 440 660 
14 ---· Ts 70 85 100 115 130 145 160 175 190 205 220 235 250 15li"" 300 450 5P-8A Mon-fri 
149- All Sat. Sun & H 60 15 35 50 65 85 100 115 135 150 165 180 200 215 165 330 495 
196 8A-5P Mon-Fri 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 370 200 400 600 
13p 120 25 45 65 90 110 135 155 175 200 220 245 265 285 220 440 660 5P-8A Mon-Fri 110 125 140 155 170 185 200 215 230 245 260 275 290 305 150 300 450 14 All Sat. Sun& H 120 20 35 50 65 85 100 115 135 150 165 185 200 215 165 330 495 
FEBRUARY 1, 1970 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP DAYS 
Cu\SS 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
15 S 8A-5P Mon-Fri 60 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 200 400 600 90 20 40 65 85 110 130 150 175 195 220 240 260 285 220 440 660 
16 5P-8A Mon-Fri 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 150 300 450 
197- AJISat.Sun&H 65 20 35 50 65 85 100 115 135 150 165 185 200 215 165 330 495 
244 8A-5P Mon-Fri 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 360 200 400 600 
15p 130 25 45 70 90 110 135 155 180 200 220 245 265 290 220 440 660 5P-8A Mon-Fri 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 150 300 450 16 All Sat, Sun & H 130 20 35 50 70 85 100 120 135 150 165 165 200 215 165 330 495 
17 s 8A-5P Mon-Fri 90 115 140 165 190 215 240 265 290 315 340 365 390 415 250 500 750 100 25 55 80 110 135 165 190 220 245 275 300 330 355 275 550 825 18 5P-8A Mon-Fri 65 80 95 110 125 140 155 170 165 200 215 230 245 260 150 300 450 
245- AJISat.Sun&H 70 20 35 50 70 85 100 115 135 150 165 165 200 215 165 330 495 
292 8A-5P Mon-Fri 135 160 185 210 235 260 285 310 335 360 365 410 435 460 250 500 750 
17 p 150 25 55 80 110 135 165 190 220 245 275 300 330 355 275 550 825 5P-8A Mon-Fri 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 330 150 300 450 18 AJISat,Sun&H 150 15 30 50 65 80 100 115 130 145 165 160 195 215 165 330 495 
19 S BA-SP Mon-Fri 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 425 250 500 750 110 30 55 85 110 140 165 195 220 250 275 305 330 360 275 550 825 
20 5P-8A Mon-Fri 70 85 100 115 130 145 160 175 190 205 220 235 250 265 150 300 450 
293- AIISat.Sun&H 75 20 35 50 70 65 100 120 135 150 165 185 200 215 165 330 495 
354 8A-5P Mon-Fri 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 425 450 475 250 500 750 
19p 165 30 55 65 110 140 165 195 220 250 275 305 330 360 275 550 825 5P-8A Mon-Fri 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 330 345 150 300 450 20 All Sat. Sun& H 165 15 35 50 65 85 100 115 130 150 165 180 200 215 165 330 495 
12 
TABLE II (Continued) 
RATE HOURS X A STEP DAYS 
CLASS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
21 S 8A-5P Mon-Fri 110 135 160 185 210 235 260 285 310 335 360 385 410 435 250 500 750 120 30 55 85 110 140 165 195 220 250 275 305 330 360 275 550 825 22 5P-8A Mon-Fri 75 95 115 135 155 175 195 215 235 255 275 295 315 335 200 400 600 
355- AIISat.Sun&H 85 20 40 65 85 110 130 150 175 195 220 240 260 285 220 440 660 
430 8A-5P Mon-Fri 165 190 215 240 265 290 315 340 365 390 415 440 465 490 250 500 750 
21 p 180 30 55 85 110 140 165 195 220 250 275 305 330 360 275 550 825 
5P-8A Mon-Fri 165 185 205 225 245 265 285 305 325 345 365 385 405 425 200 400 600 22 All Sat. Sun&H 180 25 45 70 90 110 135 155 180 200 220 245 265 290 220 440 660 
23 BA-SP Mon-Fri 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420 450 480 510 300 600 900 
24 S 130 35 70 100 135 165 200 235 265 300 330 365 400 430 330 660 990 25 5P-8A Mon-Fri 75 95 115 135 155 175 195 215 235 255 275 295 315 335 200 400 600 26 431- All Sat, Sun & H 85 20 40 65 85 110 130 150 175 195 220 240 260 285 220 440 660 
675 23 8A-5P Mon-Fri 190 220 250 280 310 340 370 400 430 460 490 520 550 580 300 600 900 24p 210 30 65 100 130 165 195 230 265 295 330 360 390 430 330 660 990 25 5P-8A Mon-Fri 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 370 390 410 430 450 200 400 600 26 All Sat.Sun& H 210 20 45 65 85 110 130 155 175 195 220 240 265 285 220 440 660 
27 S 
8A-5P Mon-Fri 130 165 200 235 270 305 340 375 410 445 480 515 550 585 350 700 1050 
145 35 75 115 150 190 230 270 305 345 385 420 460 500 385 770 1155 
5P-8A Mon-Fri 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 200 400 600 28 676- All Sat. Sun & H 90 20 40 65 85 110 130 150 175 195 220 240 260 285 220 440 660 
925 8A-5P Mon-Fri 220 255 290 325 360 395 430 465 500 535 570 605 640 675 350 700 1050 
27p 240 40 80 120 155 195 235 270 310 350 385 425 465 505 385 770 1155 5P-8A Mon-Fri 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 200 400 600 28 AIISat.Sun&H 240 25 45 70 90 110 135 155 180 200 220 245 265 290 220 440 660 
FEBRUARY 1. 1970 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP OAYS 
CLASS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
29 8A-5P Mon-Fri 140 175 210 245 280 315 350 385 420 455 490 525 560 595 350 700 1050 
30S 155 40 75 115 155 190 230 270 305 345 385 425 460 500 385 770 1155 5P-8A Mon-Fri 90 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 200 400 600 31 926- All Sat. Sun&H 100 20 45 65 85 110 130 155 175 195 220 240 265 285 220 440 660 
1360 8A-5P Mon-Fri 240 275 310 345 380 415 450 485 520 555 590 625 660 695 350 700 1050 2ep 265 40 75 115 155 190 230 270 305 345 385 425 460 500 385 770 1155 30 5P-8A Mon-Fri 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 200 400 600 
31 All Sat. Sun & H 265 20 45 65 85 110 130 155 175 195 220 240 265 285 220 440 660 
32 8 
8A-5P Mon-Fri 155 195 235 275 315 355 395 435 475 515 555 595 635 675 400 800 1200 
170 45 90 135 175 220 265 310 355 395 440 485 530 575 440 880 1320 
33 1361- 5P-8A Mon-Fri 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 376 400 425 250 500 750 All Sat. Sun & H 110 30 55 85 110 140 165 195 220 250 275 305 330 360 275 550 825 
1910 8A-5P Mon-Fri 285 325 365 405 445 485 525 565 605 645 685 725 765 805 400 BOO 1200 
32p 315 45 85 130 175 220 265 305 350 395 440 465 525 570 440 680 1320 5P-8A Mon-Fri 285 310 335 360 365 410 435 460 465 510 535 560 585 610 250 500 750 33 All Sat, Sun & H 315 25 55 BO 110 135 165 190 220 245 275 300 330 355 275 550 B25 
348 
8A-5P Mon-Fri 170 215 260 305 350 395 440 485 530 575 620 665 710 755 450 900 1350 
165 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 495 545 595 645 495 990 1465 
351911-
5P-8A Mon-Fri 110 135 160 185 210 235 260 285 310 335 360 385 410 435 250 500 750 
All Sat. Sun& H 120 30 55 65 110 140 165 195 220 250 275 305 330 360 275 550 825 
3000 8A-5P Mon-Fri 330 375 420 465 510 555 600 645 690 735 780 825 870 915 450 900 1350 
34p 365 50 95 145 195 245 295 345 395 445 495 545 590 640 495 990 1485 5P-8A Mon-Fri 330 355 380 405 430 455 480 505 530 555 560 605 630 655 250 500 750 35 All Sat, Sun & H 365 25 55 80 110 135 165 190 220 245 275 300 330 355 275 550 825 
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TABLE II 
LONG DISTANCE RATE TABLE - INTRASTATE 
OKLAHOMA INTRASTATE COMPUTED CHARGE TABLE 
NON-COIN (BLACK) COIN DEPOSITS (RED) 
RULES GOVERNING I . Amounts shown \11 SffliGn X sllould nee bl lddtd logethtr no, ldit.d to 1moun1, in Secticns A & ll 
USE OF 2. Amounts in S0c11cn A mus! MV81 ht lddld toglU.1 nor aodtd to an 1mounc in S1cticn X. 001 may be &dlled IB DM Of mo11 1mounts inSactionB 
X, A & B SECTIONS 3. Amounts in Section Bart lo Ill usld oaty lor lddition to 1n 1mount in Stt1ionA1ndmus1 nmrbiusedalon,,nor lddtdtoamoum inSettillnX ·· 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP DAYS 
CLASS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
ALL HOURS 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 30 60 90 AS (POI ALL DAYS 10 05 05 10 10 20 15 25 30 35 35 40 40 45 
ALL HOURS 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 30 60 90 
1- (COLI ALL DAYS 30 05 05 10 15 15 20 20 25 30 30 35 35 40 
8 AP ALL HOURS 30 40 50 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 81 84 87 90 30 60 90 ALL DAYS •• ,n ?n ,n •• •• •• 4• 45 55 60 60 65 65 
ALL HOURS 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 50 100 150 B s (POI ALL DAYS 15 05 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 75 
ALL HOURS 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 50 100 150 
9- (COLI ALL DAYS 35 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 55 60 65 70 
12 BP ALL HOURS 35 47 59 71 76 81 86 91 96 101 106 111 116 121 50 100 150 ALL DAYS 40 15 25 35 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 
ALL HOURS 20 27 34 41 48 55 62 69 76 83 90 97 104 111 iO 140 210 Cs (POI ALL DAYS 20 15 20 25 35 40 50 55 70 75 80 90 95 105 
--
ALL HOURS 30 37 44 51 58 65 72 79 86 93 100 107 114 121 70 140 210 
13- (COLI ALL DAYS 36 10 15 20 30 35 45 55 65 70 75 85 90 100 
17 CP ALL HOURS 40 53 66 79 86 93 100 107 114 121 128 135 142 149 70 140 210 ALL DAYS •• 15 '" 45 56 80 65 75 80 90 100 110 115 120 ALL HOURS 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89 97 105 113 121 129 80 160 240 D s (POI ALL DAYS 30 10 15 25 35 40 50 65 70 80 86 95 105 115 
ALL HOURS 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94 102 110 118 126 134 90 160 240 
18- (COLI ALL DAYS 35 10 15 25 35 40 55 65 70 80 _8§__ ~~ J.!Q__ 115 
22 DP ALL HOURS 45 60 75 90 98 106 114 122 130 138 146 154 162. 170 80 160 240 Alt DAYS ;n 15 •o 50 60 70 75 85 100 105 115 120 130 140 
USSUED 8-1-691 APRIL 1. 1966 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP DAYS 
CLASS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
E S23- ALL HOURS 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 1&0 160 100 200 300 ALL DAYS 35 10 20 30 40 55 65 75 85 95 115 125 135 145 
27 EP ALL HOURS 50 67 84 101 111 121 131 141 151 161 171 181 191 201 100 200 300 ALL DAYS 55 20 40 60 70 80 95 105 115 125 135 150 160 170 
F S2e- ALL HOURS 35 47 59 71 83 95 107 119 131 143 155 167 179 191 120 240 360 ALL DAYS 40 15 25 35 55 65 80 90 110 120 135 145 _1_6_5_ 
~-
32 FP ALL HOURS 60 80 100 120 132 144 156 168 180 192 204 216 228 240 120 240 360 ALL OAYS 65 25 45 65 85 95 110 120 140 150 165 175 195 205 
G Saa- ALL HOURS 40 53 66 79 92 105 118 131 144 157 170 183 196 209 130 260 390 ALL DAYS 45 15 25 45 60 70 85 105 115 130 145 160 175 190 
38 Gp ALL HOURS 70 93 116 139 152 165 178 191 204 217 230 243 256 269 130 260 390 ALL DAYS 75 30 55 80 95 110 125 140 155 165 185 200 210 225 
H Sas- ALL HOURS 45 60 .75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 150 300 450 ALL DAYS 50 15 30 50 65 80 105 120 135 155 170 185 205 220 
46 HP ALL HOURS 75 100 125 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 150 300 450 ALL DAYS 85 25 60 85 100 120 135 150 170 185 200 215 235 250 
IS 47- ALL HOURS 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 ALL DAYS 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 130 155 170 190 210 230 245 
54 IP ALL HOURS 85 113 141 169 186 203 220 237 254 211 288 305 322 339 170 340 510 ALL OAYS 95 30 65 90 115 130 150 170 190 205 230 245 265 285 
4:30\-IP Ml>ffi 55 73 91 109 127 145 163 181 199 217 235 253 271 289 180 360 540 
JS 60 20 45 60 85 105 120 145 165 180 205 225 240 265 61'-4:30\Ml>ffi 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
55- All Sat & Sun 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 130 155 170 190 210 230 245 
66 ~::n\-6PMl>Sa 95 127 159 191 209 227 245 263 281 299 317 335 353 371 180 360 540 
JP 105 40 70 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 
290. 310 
6P-4:ll\Ml>Sa 90 120 150 180 197 214 231 248 265 282 299 316 333 350 170 340 510 
All Sun ·:rnn 30 70 105 120 140 180 180 195 220 235 250 275 290 
TABLE II (Continued) 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP DAYS 
CLASS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
4::11\S' Mn-fri 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 200 400 600 
KS 65 25 45 65 95 115 140 160 180 205 225 250 270 290 
BP4:30\-Mn-fri 60 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
67- All Sat & Sun 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 130 155 170 190 210 230 245 
82 4:~Mn-S.. 100 133 166 199 219 239 259 279 299 319 339 359 379 399 200 400 600 
110 40 75 115 135 160 180 205 225 245 270 290 315 335 KP 61'4:30\-Mn-S.. 90 120 150 180 197 214 231 248 265 282 299 316 333 350 170 340 510 
All Sun 100 30 70 105 120 140 160 180 195 220 235 250 275 290 
4::n\lil'Mnfri 65 87 109 131 153 175 197 219 241 263 285 307 329 351 220 440 660 
70 30 50 80 100 130 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 
LS BP·BPMn-fri 55 73 91 i09 127 145 163 181 199 217 235 253 271 289 180 360 540 4:30A·8P Sat 60 20 ~5 60 85 105 120 145 165 180 205 225 240 265 
61'4:30\-Mn-sa 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
83- AII--Sun 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 ,130 155 178 190 210 230 245 
100 4::n\lil'Mn-S.. 110 147 184 221 243 265 287 309 331 353 375 397 419 441 220 440 660 
LP 
120 45 90 125 155 175 205 225 255 275 305 325 345 375 
BP4:30\-Mn-S.. 100 133 166 199 217 235 253 271 289 307 325 343 361 379 180 360 540 
All Sun 110 40 75 115 130 155 175 190 215 235 250 275 295 315 
4:30\-BPMn-fri 70 93 116 139 162 185 208 231 254 211 300 323 346 369 230 460 690 
75 30 56 80 105 135 155 185 210 240 260 285 315 335 
MS BP·BPMnfri 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 200 400 600 4:30A·8P Sat 65 25 45 65 95 115 140 160 180 205 225 250 270 290 
BP4:30\-Mn&l 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
101- All Sun 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 130 155 170 190 210 230 245 
122 4:~fvbl.S.. 120 160 200 240 263 286 309 332 355 378 401 424 447 470 230 460 690 
130 50 95 140 165 190 215 245 265 295 320 340 370 395 
MP BP4:30\-t.b>Sol 110 147 184 221 241 261 281 301 321 341 361 381 401 421 200 400 600 
All Sun 120 45 90 125 150 170 195 215 235 265 285 310 330 350 
APRIL 1. 1966 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP DAYS 
CLASS 3. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 20 30 
. 4:30\--SPMn-fri 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 250 500 750 
85 25 60 85 115 140 170 195 225 250 275 305 340 365 
NS BP-BPMnftl 65 87 109 131 153 175 197 219 241 263 285 307 329 351 220 440 660 4:30A·8P Sat 70 30 50 80 100 130 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 
BP4:30\Mn-S.. 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
123- All Sun 55 20 40 60 76 100 115 130 155 170 180 210 230 245 
144 4:30\-BPMnS.. 130 173 216 259 284 309 334 359 384 409 434 459 484 509 250 500 750 
145 45 95 145 175 200 230 255 285 310 345 370 400 425 NP ,4:D\Mn-S.. 120 160 200 240 262 284 306 328 350 372 394 416 438 460 220 440 660 
All Sun 130 50 95 140 160 190 210 240 260 285 310 335 360 385 
4:30\-BPMn-fri 80 107 134 161 188 215 242 269 296 323 350 377 404 431 270 540 810 
90 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 335 360 395 
OS BP-BPMnfri 70 93 116 139 162 185 208 231 254 277 300 323 346 369 230 460 690 4:30A-8P Sat 75 30 55 80 105 135 155 185 210 240 260 285 315 335 
BP-4:30\fvbl.Sii 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
145- All Sun 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 130 155 170 190 210 230 245 
168 4:30\-6PMnS.. 135 180 225 270 297 324 351 378 405 432 459 486 513 540 270 540 810 
150 55 105 150 185 210 245 275 305 335 365 395 425 455 
OP 61'4:30\Mn-Sii 125 167 209 251 274 297 320 343 366 389 412 435 458 481 230 460 690 
All Sun 140 45 95 140 170 195 215 245 270 295 320 350 370 400 
4:30\-BPM»fri 85 113 141 169 197 225 253 281 309 337 365 393 421 449 280 560 840 
95 30 65 90 125 160 190 220 250 285 310 345 375 410 
PS BP·BPMxl-fri. 70 93 116 139 162 185 208 231 254 277 300 323 346 369 230 460 690 4:30A·8P Sat 75 30 55 80 105 135 155 185 210 240 260 285 315 335 
~-4:30\MnSal 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
169- All Sun 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 130 155 170 190 210 230 245 
194 ~:30\-BPM:n-Sal 145 193 241 289 317 345 373 401 429 457 485 513 541 569 280 560 840 
160 55 110 165 195 225 255 290 315 350 385 415 445 475 
pp BP4:3ll\Ml>Sa1 130 173 216 259 282 305 328 351 374 397 420 443 466 489 230 460 690 
All Sun 145 45 95 145 175 195 225 250 270 300 325 350 375 405 
15 
TABLE II (Continued) 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP OAYS 
CLASS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Hi 10 20 30 
430\-6PMnfti 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420 450 480 300 600 900 
100 30 70 105 135 170 200 235 270 300 340 370 405 440 
OS G'8Ptlmfti 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 250 500 750 4:30A-8P Sat 85 25 60 85 115 140 170 195 225 250 275 305 340 365 
BP-4:30\-M:rtSat 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
195- All Sun 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 130 155 170 190 210 130 245 
222 4:30\li'MnSat 155 207 259 311 341 371 401 431 461 491 521 551 581 611 300 600 900 
QP 170 60 120 175 215 245 280 315 345 380 410 445 485 515 G'-4.:Jll',M:r,Sat 140 187 234 281 306 331 356 381 406 431 456 481 506 531 250 500 750 
All Sun 155 55 110 160 185 220 245 175 300 330 355 385 410 440 
4:30\li'Mnfti 95 117 159 191 223 255 287 319 351 383 415 447 479 511 320 640 960 
105 40 70 110 140 180 120 150 290 325 360 395 435 465 
RS 61'-BPMnfti HO 107 134 161 188 215 242 269 296 323 350 377 404 431 270 540 810 4:30A-8P Sat 90 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 I 210 300 335 360 395 
81'-4:ll!\MnSa 50 67 84 101 118 135 152 169 186 203 220 237 254 271 170 340 510 
223- All Sun 55 20 40 60 75 100 115 130 155 170 190 210 230 245 
252 4:30\-6PMnSat 160 213 266 319 351 383 415 447 479 511 543 575 607 639 320 640 960 
175 60 120 180 220 255 290 325 365 395 435 465 505 540 
RP 61'-4:30\MJ>Sat 145 193 241 289 316 343 370 397 424 451 478 505 532 559 270 540 810 All Sun 160 55 110 165 190 225 250 285 310 345 380 405 440 460 
4:J!AfiPMnfti 100 133 166 199 232 265 298 331 364 397 430 463 496 529 330 660 990 
110 40 75 115 150 185 225 2G5 295 335 375 405 445 485 
ss 6P-8PMJ>fti 85 113 141 169 197 225 253 281 309 337 365 393 421 449 280 560 840 4:30A-8P Sat 95 30 65 90 125 160 190 220 250 285 310 345 3/;i__ 
. 410 
llP-4::JO\MnSa 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 30b iltl 200 400 600 
253- All Sun 65 25 45 65 95 115 140 160 180 205 225 250 119 290 
286 4:3fl\-6PMnSot 170 227 284 341 374 407 440 473 506 539 571 60L 638 671 330 660 990 
SP 185 70 135 200 230 270 310 340 380 420 455 490 530 565 61'-4:30\MnSat 155 207 259 311 339 367 395 423 451 479 507 535 563 591 280 560 840 
All Sun 170 fiO !?O 17" 210 240 275 300 335 370 395 4'.\0 460 495 
!ISSUED 8-1-691 APRIi 1 1966 
RATE HOURS X A B STEP DAYS 
CLASS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 j4~j5 16 10 20 30 
4:3fl\-6PMnfti 105 140 175 210 245 280 315 350 385 420 455 490 525 560 350 700 1050 
115 45 85 120 160 200 235 275 320 355 395 435 470 510 




BP-4:30\-M:rtSat 60 80 100 120 140 i60 180 200 210 240 260 280 300 320 200 400 600 
287 All Sun 65 25 45 65 95 115 140 160 mo 205 22b 250 270 290 
--
f---
322 4:3flt6PMJ>Sat 180 240 300 360 395 430 465 500 535 570 605 640 6/5 710 350 700 1050 
TP 200 70 135 200 245 185 320 360 400 435 475 520 b60 !,95 G'-4.3:.\MnSa 165 220 275 330 360 390 420 450 480 510 540 570 600 630 300 600 900 
All Sun 180 65 125 190 220 260 290 325 360 390 415 455 490 530 
4:30\--6PMnfri 110 147 184 221 258 295 332 369 406 443 480 517 j 554 591 370 740 1110 
120 45 90 125 170 210 255 290 335 3/!, 410 455 500 545 





81'-4:30\-M:rtSat 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 00 600 
323- All Sun 65 25 45 65 95 115 140 160 180 105 215 250 270 290 
360 4:3fl\-6PMln-Sat 185 247 309 371 408 445 482 519 556 593 630 667 704 14i- w 1110 
205 70 140 210 250 295 335 375 415 460 505 540 585 625 UP 6P-43:.\MJ>Sat 170 227 284 341 373 405 437 469 501 533 565 597 629 661 320 640 960 
All Sun 185 70 135 200 230 270 305 340 375 415 445 485 520 55!, 
4.30\-G'Mn.fn 115 153 191 219 267 305 343 381 419 457 495 533 571 609 380 7~40 
125 45 90 135 170 215 260 305 340 385 430 4/o 510 55b 
3301660 990 vs ,- 39) 463 ---6P-8Pfvhl-fn 100 133 166 199 232 265 298 331 364 430 496 529 4"30A-8P Sat 110 40 75 115 150 185 2~ ~ 295 335 375 405 445 485 
BP-4 30\f.h>Sal 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 200 400 600 
361-- All Sun 65 25 4!, 65 95 l 15 140 160 160 10!, 225 250 270 290 
400 4:3:l\.6PMJ>Sal 195 260 325 390 428 466 504 542 580 618 656 694 732 770 380 760 1140 
215 75 145 225 265 305 350 395 435 475 520 565 605 645 
VP 6P-4 30\M»Sii 180 240 300 360 393 426 459 492 525 558 591 624 657 690 330 660 990 
All Sun 200 70 135 100 140 280 315 350 385 415 465 495 535 575 
TABLE IV 
LONG DISTANCE COST BY ZONE AND TIME 
LONG DISTANCE COSTS BY ZONE AND BY MINUTES 
MATRIX FULLWORD SAVEVALUE 1 
COLUMN 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 
ROW l 55 55 55 10 85 100 115 130 14'5 2 110 110 110 135 160 185 210 235 260 3 120 120 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 4 130 130 130 165 200 235 210 305 340 5 140 140 140 175 210 245 280 315 350 6 155 155 155 195 235 .275 315 355 395 7 65 65 65 87 109 131 153 175 197 
COLUMN 10 11 12 13 14 15 
ROW 1 160 175 190 205 220 235 
2 285 310 335 360 385 410 
3 330 360 390 420 450 480 
4 375 410 445 480 515 . 550 
5 385 420 455 490 - . 525 560 
6 435 475 515 555 595 635 
7 219 241 263 285 .307 329 
GPSS Program Language 
The long distance cost tables are loaded by means of 
INITIAL cards (cards 27-145). 
INITIAL MX 1(1,1)i55 
17 
reads load matrix save value 1 with the value 55 (cents) in 
the position corresponding to row (zone) 1 and column 
(minutes) 1. 
INITIAL 
would store the cost of $5.50 in the proper position for a 
15 minute call from Zone 4. 
Full-time WATS costs are loaded in the same manner, but 
in matrix 2(cards 148-155) 
INITIAL MX 2(6,2)185000 
reads "load matrix save value 2 with the value of 185000 
($1850) in the position corresponding to row (zone) 6 and 
column 2. 
Measured WATS rates are loaded as continuous functions 
in sets of three cards for each zone (cards 180-201). 
11 FVARIABLE (MX2(1 1 1)/60 + 99/100) 
converts the total time used in Zone 1 from seconds to 
minutes. 
11 FUNC~ION v11~c2 
600,22000/6600,170500 
describes the continuous cost function for Zone 1 by two 
points as in Figure 2 and names the entering argument to be 
V11, the equivalent usage in minutes. 
Functions 11-17 account for all seven zones and permit 
18 
the calculation of the cost of measured WATS operation by -
zone. Table V shows the complete listing of the basic simu-
lation program. 
The Activity Record - Time, Cost 1 
and Busy Signals 
The most important output of the program is presented 
in Table VI. The five columns indicate respectively: 
(1) the total time (in seconds) used in the zone, 
(2) the cost of service to the zone of equipped 
with the specified number of full-time WATS 
lines, 
(J) the cost of service to the zone if equipped 
with the specified number of measured WATS 
lines, 
(4) the cost of service to the zone if equipped 
with the specified number of common telephone 
lines billed on a station-to-station day rate 
basis 9 
(5) the total number of calls cycled because an 
open line was not available. 
Line 8 provides total time and cost figures for the 
first four columns. 
This table will allow the user to scan each zone for 
the least cost mode of operation. Consideration of the num-
ber of busy signals in relation to the total number of calls 
TABLE V 
LISTING OF THE BASIC PROGRAM 
~PfRATIO~ A,~,C,O,E,F,G 
SIMULATE 
RMULT 37, 31 
•INPUT- ~EIN OF EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
INITIAL x1,qo 
•fNPUT- M<AN OF EXPONENTIAL DJSTRISUTION 
INITIAL X2,180 
*INPUT- CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF CALLS 
2 FUNCTION RN2,D7 
.17 7 .59 l .64 2 .75 
1. ~ 6 
co~~E.TS 
!~PROVER, GENERATORS 
OF CALL INTERARRIVAL TIMES 
MEAN TIME - 90 SEC. 
~F CALL DURITIO•S 
MEAN CALL OUR. 18~ SEC. 
FROM EACH ZONE 
'DIST. OF CALLS BY ZONE 
3 • 86 4 • q5 5 
•INPUT- ~EAN OF ~JRMAL DISTRIBUTION OF WAITING T!MFS BEFORE RECALLING 
INITIAL X3,90' MEAN OF 1'1'.lRMAl DIST. 900 SEC 
*INPUT- STD. DEV. OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF SAME WAITING TIMES 
INITIAL X4,60 STD. DEV. 60 SEC. 
• J'JPUT- TYE NUMRE• OF LINES FROM EACH ZONE 
l STORAGE 2 
2 STORAGE I 
3 ST~PAGE I 
4 ST[)RAGE l 
STiPAGE I 
6 STORAGE l 
7 STORAGE I 
• 
ZONE I Ll'IF.S -
ZONE 2 ll'IIES -
ZONE 3 ll'IIES -
ZONE 4 L !'IES -
ZONE 5 l lNES -
lONE 6 ll'IES -
ZONE 7 L l'IES -
*TNPUT- COST OF LD CALLS FROM ZONE I BY DURATION IN MINUTES 
• 
l MATRIX 














I'll TI AL 











X,7,15 LO COST Bf ZONE 





i.,x 1 < 1, 6 l, 100 
~x 1 < 1, 1 l ,11 s 
~XJ ( 1,8),131) 
~Xlf 1,9), 145 
MXI 11,1') ,161 
~Xl!l,111,175 
'IXlt 1, 12), 190 
'IX! I J, 13) ,205 
lo1X1 ( 1, 14), 22r'.I 
MX!(l,15),235 
LO CALLS FROM ZONE 
"IX!f2,1),!10 
M,)(1{2,?1,111' 
~.x1 <2, 3l, 110 
,...,'1(1 ( 2,4l, 135 
~Xlf 2, 5), 160 
MX1(2,6),185 
MX!f2,7),210 
•xu z,et ,235 
MX! f2,9l,26i:'· 
~Xl ( 2, 10) ,285 


























































TABLE V (Continued) 
!NIT! AL MXI 12,111,310 56 
INITIAL MX112,121,335 57 
INITIAL MX112,13),360 58 
IN IT I AL ~Xll 2,141,385 59 
!NIT! AL MX1(2, 151,4li 60 
61 
• INPUT- COST OF LO CALLS FRnM ZD~f 3 BY DURATION IN MINUTES 62 
INITIAL MX113, 11,120 63 
!NIT! AL MX!l3,21,120 64 
!NIT! AL MX1!3,31,120 65 
!NIT! Al MX113,41,150 66 
INITIAL MX113,51,180 67 
!NIT! Al MX1(3,61,Zl0 68 
INITIAL MXl! 3, 71,240 69 
INITTAL MXll3,81,270 70 
!NI TT Al "IX! !3,91 ,300 71 
!NIT I Al MXl (3,101,330 72 
PHT!Al MX1!3,lll,360 73 
INT TT AL MX1!3,121,390 74 
INITIAL "IX1(3,131,420 75 
INITIAL Mxt !3,141,450 76 
INITIAL MXll 3,151,480 77 
• 78 
* t N?UT- COST OF LO CALLS FROM ZONE 4 BY DURATION IN MINUTES 79 
P'llTI Al MXll4,11,130 80 
!NIT! AL MX114,21,!30 81 
!l>l!TI AL MX1!4,31,130 82 
INITIAL "1Xl!4,41, 165 83 
IN! TT Al l'Xl!4,51,200 84 
INITIAL MX114,61,235 85 
!NIT! AL MX l( 4, 71, 7.10 86 
l'HTT AL MX114,S1,305 87 
INITIAL ~Xl(4,'1),340 88 
INITIAL MX1(4,l01,375 89 
INITIAL MX!( 4,111,410 90 
!NIT! AL MX 114,121,445 91 
!NI TT Al 'IX1(4,131,4Bry 92 
INITIAL ~Xl!4, 141,515 93 
INTTT Al MXl (4,151,550 94 
* 
95 
•INPUT- COST OF LD CALLS FROM ZONE 5 BY DURATION IN MINUTES 96 
INITIAL MX115, 11,140 97 
T!'IITT At MXl ( 5, 21,140 98 
!NIT! At ~X1(5,3l,!40 99 
INITIAL MXl !5,41,175 100 
INITIAL MX1!5,51,210 101 
!NIT! AL MXIIS,61,245 102 
I NI Tl AL MX1(5,71,280 103 
l~IT!Al ~Xl15,81,315 104 
INITIAL MXl ! 5,9) ,350 105 
l~ITI AL ~Xl( 5,101,385 106 
INITIAL MXl!S,111,420 107 
!NI Tl Al ~Xl( 5,121,455 108 
!NIT! AL ~Xl(5,131,490 109 
INITIAL MX1!5,l41,525 110 











I NJTI AL 
IN IT !AL 
INITIAL 
INITIAL 
!NIT I AL 






















•I'IPUT- COST OF 
TABLE V (Continued) 
















6 ~y ~URATION IN MINUTES 





















!'I IT I AL 
!NIT! AL 
INITIAL 
IN IT! AL 









2 FULLT!ME WATS LINES Z3NE 1 
1 FULLTIME WATS LINE ZONE 2 
I FULLT!ME WATS LINE ZONE 3 
1 FULLTIME WATS LINE ZONE 4 
1 FULLT!MF WATS LINE ZONE 5 
1 FULLTIME WATS LINE ZONE 6 
I FULLTIME WATS LINE ZONE 7 
* MATRIX X,10,5 
FVAR!ABLE IIP2/60)+99/IOOI 
• 





l FUNCTION ~Nl,C20 
~ .1 .104 .2 
.915 .7 1.2 .75 
2.3 .92 2,52 .94 





CONV. SEC. TO MIN. 
EXPONENTIAL OIST~ISUT!ON 
STANO. NE;. EXPON. FUN. 
.3 .355 .4 .509 .5 
.0 1.6 .84 1.03 .88 
.95 ·2.99 .96 3.2 .97 
*DESCR!RE THE STA1DA~OIZEO NJRMAL DlSTRISUT!ON 

































































TABLE V (Continued) 
.nn4'7 
-2.6 .ons2 -2.4 .N39 -2.2 .0228 -2.c .C359 -1. 8 .0548 -1.6 
.08"8 -1.4 .1151 -1. 2 • 1587 -1.1"1 • 2119 -o.a .2743 -0.6 .3446 -0.4 
.4ZC·7 -r.2 .s0r.r o.o .5793 0.2 .6554 0.4 • 7257 0.6 • 7881 o.a 
.8413 1.0 .8849 1.2 .9192 1.4 .9452 1.6 .9641 1.8 .9773 2.~ 
• 9861 2.2 .9918 2.4 .9953 2.6 .9974 2.8 .99R653.0 • 999313. 2 
• 91::19663. 4 .999773. 5 1.0 6.0 
5 VARIABLE F~5*X4/lOCOO+X3 
3 FUNCT!O~ 
C, C /gqqqq, 99q9q 
• 
VS,C? 
*TNOUT- MEASUPEn WATS RATES IN FUN.11-17, 
11 FVARIA8lE !MX2!1,ll/60+99/IOO) 
11 FUNCTION Vll,C2 
12cr,44~or.f6600,l~25~~ 
12 FVAPIABLE IMX212,ll/60+99/1CO) 
12 FUNCTION V12,C2 
600,24i~o1n600,2ngo00 
13 FVAPlABLE (MX2!3,l)/60+99/1CC) 
13 •UNCTION V13,C2 
6~0.260,n/66C0,231000 
14 FVAPIABLE !~X214,ll/60+99/!CD1 
14 FUNCTION Vl4,C2 
~0C,28~,0/b600,248COO 
15 FVARIARLE IMX215,ll/60+99/1001 
15 FU~CTlON Vl5,C2 
~~t,31~,~/6600,2660,~ 
16 FVARIABLE ("IX2!6,ll/60+q9/lC~l 










FnR NOP.MAL 01 ST. 
TO ~IN., RN1J. UP 
WATS LINES - ZO'ff 
WATS Lifl!E - ZONE 
wars LINE - ZONE 
WATS LINE - ZONE 
WATS LTNE - ZONE 
WATS LTNE - ZONE 
17 FVARIABLE l"IX2(7,ll/60+q9/l00l 
17 FUNCTION Vl7,C2 
~or,I6500/6600,1465ro I "IEISUREn WATS LlNE - ZONE 
• 
•8EG IN THE ACTlJAl SI MULA' ION OF CALLS CO'! ING IN 
~fNERATE Xl,FN! GENERATE CALLS AT INT. Xl 




RECORO NO. OF THE CALL 
NO. OF CALL IN Pl 
*ASSIGN TO THE CALl. A RANDO~ DURATION F~OM FUNCTTON I 
ASSIGt.: ~.x2,1 CALL OUR. sec. IN P2 
• 
*CHFCK TO IS SURF A MIN!"lll"' DURATION nF 10 SECONDS Tf' THE CALL 
TEST L P2,Kl0,MAX Ml~. CALL DUR.-10 SEC. 
ASSIGN 2,KlO 
TRANSFER ,MIN 
* #CHE!'.'.I< n ASSURE ~ MA XfMUM DURATION OF 15 MINUTES TO THE CALL 
J.•A'( TEST G ?2,KqQl),'HN MA~. C~Ll !)IJ~.-15 MIN. 
ASSIGN 2,K90l' 
* 
*REcALCULATF DURATION OF THE CALL TN ~,~uTES FOP. LO HLLI.NG 
~IN ASS!G~ 3,Vl DURATION OF CALL IN PJ Ml~. 
• 
~ASSIGN TO THE CALL A ZONE FRO~ FUNCTIO~ 2 




















































































TABLE V (Continued) 
~COMPUTE THE LO COST OF THE CALL FROM COST TABLE 1 
ASSIGN 5,MX1!P4,P3J COST OF LD CALL IN P5 
• 
•ALLOW ID CALLS TO BE PRINTED OUT TO CHECK THE PARAMETERS 
TEST LE Pl,KlC,CALL PRINT PARA. FOR 10 CALLS 






•ATTEMPT TO USE A PARTICULAR ZONE LINE 
CALL GATE SNF o.,,, BUSY TRV TO USE LINE 
• 
•USE THE AVAILABLE LINE 
ENTFP. P4 USE LINE FOR ZONE IN P4 
SIMULATE THE DURATION OF THE CALL 











•RFCOOD THE FACT THAT A PARTICULAR ZONE LINE WAS BUSY WHEN NEEDED 
BUSY MSAVEVALUE 2+,P4,5,Kl RECORD A 3USV LINE 
• 
* SIMULATE WAITING WITH A TIME FROM FUNCTION 3 
ADVAN~E 1,FN3 WAIT BEFORE CALLING AGAIN 
• 




•ACCUMULATE CALL DURATIONS BY ZONE FOR MEASURED WATS BILLING 
Bill MSAVEVALUE 2+,P4,l,P2 ACCUM TIME TN MX2 BY ZONE AND 
.. 
•ICCUMULATE LONG DISTANCE COSTS BY ZONE 
MSAVEVALUE 2+,P4,4,P5 
• 
•~ESTROY THE TRANSACTION SIMULATING A CALL 
TERMINATE 1 
* 
ACCUM LO COST IN MX2 BY ZONE 
*ALLQW A CERTAIN NUMBER OF CALLS TO BE SIMULATED COMPLETELY 
STAOT 8000 SIMULATE 8000 CALLS 
* *3EGIN A SUMMARY PHASE OF THE SIMULATION 
GENERATE ,,,t 
* 
*SUSSARIZE THE DURATIONS OF THE CALLS IN SECONDS 























































































TABLE V (Continued) 
*SU~MARIZE THE FULL-TIME WATS COSTS FOR ALL ZONES 








*COMPUTE AND SUMMARIZE THE MEASURED WATS COSTS BY ZONE 














*SUMMARIZE THE LONG DISTANCE COSTS FOR ALL ZONES 










EJECT START A NEW PAGE 
MSAV TITLF !,LONG DISTANCE COSTS av ZONE ANO BY MINUTES 
EJECT START A ~EW PAGE 
~SAV TITLE 2,ZONE, TOTAL SECONDS, FULLTIME WATS COST, MEASURED WA 
ATS COST, lO~G O!STA~CE COST ANO NUMBER OF TIMES BUSY 
EJECT START A ~EW PAGE 
~SAV TITLE 3,CALL NUMBER, SECONDS, MINUTES, ZONE AND LONG DISTANC 


















































ACTIVITY RECORD (TIME, COST, AND BUSY SIGNALS) 
ZONE, TOTAL SECONDS, FULLTIME WATS COST, MEASURED WATS COST, LONG DISTANCE COST AND NUMBER OF TIMES BUSY 
MATRIX FULLWORD SAVE VALUE 2 
COLUMN l 2 3 4 5 
ROW 1 588656 90000 17500 245825 32451 
2 55714 110000 34144 47610 25 
3 170626 130000 1026 70 148320 330 
4 153782 150000 100013 150920 280 
5 1273 67 175000 90650 131495 144 
6 74277 185000 58551 87075 68 
7 245465 54500 92160 128096 865 




simulated will result in a measure of customer (caller) sat-
isfaction and need for additional lines to any particular 
zone. 
CHAPTER III 
MECHANICS OF THE SIMULATION 
General Procedure 
The General Purpose Simulation System allows each call 
to be represented by a single transaction. Since the expo-
nential distribution is commonly used to represent the 
interval between random events ordered in time, both the 
interarrival times and call durations are generated from 
exponential distribution with mean values specified by the 
analyst (3). A serial number, the duration, and a source 
zone drawn from a known empirical distribution uniquely 
identify each call. This set of parameters travels with the 
transaction through the system. It serves as the basis for 
calculating costs and simulating facility usage. 
As a call arrives, it attempts to use one of the avail-
able lines corresponding to its zone assignment. If the line 
is open it becomes engaged for the duration of the call. If 
no line is available, a busy signal is recorded, the tran-
saction goes into a delay status for a random normal dura-
tion before returning to the flow of calls vying for the 
connections. Once a call has completed the route through the 
system, it is destroyed leaving only a note of its duration, 
cost, and conflict with other simulated calls (Appendix B). 
27 
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Generation of Calls 
Several attempts were made to record the frequency and 
pattern of incoming traffic at a large dispatching center. 
So frequently was the existing system saturated that the 
actual number of calls attempting to enter during peak 
periods was never known" The congestion was further compli-
cated by the dispatchers putting calls on HOLD status, 
thereby accumulating service cost and at the same time 
blocking an otherwise open line. 
Assuming that the calls are placed independently of one 
another and are not under the influence of the dispatch cen-
ter before initiating the call, the pattern of incoming 
traffic is recognized as Poisson as is the practice in many 
queuing studies (4). Under this assumption, the durations 
between call arrivals are exponentially distributed (5). 
The GPSS language allows,this to be effected most easily by 
means of the standardized exponential distribution wherein 
the user need only to specify the mean of the distribution 
of interarrival times in conjunction with the generation 
procedure, referring to the standardized exponential func-
tion for the proper spread of sampled values (6). Random 
selections from this continuous function are used as multi-
pliers of the mean (ranging from O to 5 in this application). 
Table V, Cards 160-165, illustrate these entries in the 
program. 
The mean of the interarrival times is to be entered as 
input data. It is stored in a SAVEVALUE for repeated 
reference by the use of an INITIAL card: 
INITIAL X 1 , 90 
designates the interval to be 90 seconds in mean value 
(Table V, Card 5). 
Duration of Calls 
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Accurate measurement of the duration of actual conver-
sations met with biased results. Because the dispatchers 
felt that the recording of this data was an attempt to rate 
their performance, the calls were apparently abbreviated 
' while under observation. 
The HOLDING of calls introduced unnecessary costs and 
utilization not considered in this study. For these reasons, 
the literature was again searched for precedent in the 
treatment of service times. Bellman (7), Saaty (8), and the 
corps of queueing theorists use the negative exponential 
assumption for service times independent of system pressures 
and order of arrival, therefore, this distribution was 
called upon for the simulation of call durations. 
The mean of the duration of calls is specified by the 
user in a SAVEVALUE (X2) in the following manner: 
INITIAL X2,i80 
This example fixes the mean at 180 seconds. 
ASSIGN 2,X2,1 
The ASSIGN instruction draws a random value from this func-
tion and fixes the duration to the transaction as 
PARAMETER 2. Theoretically, this value can range from O to5 
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times the mean. Because any realistic call would last at 
least ten seconds, this minimum has been established by this 
sequence of instructions: 
TEST L P2,K10 9 MIN 
ASSIGN 
This reads "test to determine if parameter 2 (d1,1.ration) is 
less than 10 (seconds); if so, reassign 10 (seconds) to that 
parameter; if not, branch to statement MIN". 
In a s'i.milar manner, the duration of the call was lim-
ited to 15 minutes. 
Dimensions of the Time Base 
The GPSS language moves through simulated time by a 
variable time step procedure (J). It is also limited to the 
use of integer values of the selected time unit. This simu-
lation is programmed to use the second as the primary time 
unit. Interarrival times, call durations, and delay data 
are expressed in seconds initially with the necessary con-
versions to minutes carried out for billing purposes only. 
The more stable input table of long distance station-
to-station charges (Table IV) uses the unit of minutes 
because the normal practice is to round up the ind~vidual 
) 
call durations prior to computing cost. Measured WATS serv-
ice charges (Figure 2) are also based upon total time in 
minutes, but with the rounding taking place only after the 
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Figure 2. Measured WATS Cost Functions 
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Review of the Parameters 
It has been mentioned several times that each transac-
tion simulating a call has a number of parameters or labels 
to which one can attach certain characteristics of the call. 
Statements 208 9 211 1 218 9 221 9 and 224 assign the following 








Serial number of the call 
Duration of the call in seconds 
Duration of the call in minutes 
Zone of origin of the call 
Long distance station-to-station 
charge for the call 
As a check on the functioning of the program, the user is 
provided a review of the parameters on the first 10 calls as 
a normal part of the output (Table VII). An extended re-
view can be accomplished by the changing of the value K10 
to a larger value (Table V, Card 227) 
TEST L P1,K10 9 CALL 
The main program is outlined in the form of a flow 
chart (Appendix B). 
TABLE VII 
REVIEW OF PARAMETERS FOR TEN CALLS 
CALL NUMBER, SECONDS, MINUTES, ZONE AND LONG DISTANCE COST FOR EACH OF THE FIRST TEN CALLS 
MATRIX FULLWORD SAVEVALUE 3 
COLUMN 1 2 3 4 5 
ROW 1 1 160 ~ 1 65 
2 2 38 1 4 130 
3 3 96 2 7 65 
4 4 404 7 7 153 
5 5 59 1 1 55 
6 6 153 3 3 120 
7 7 209 4 1 70 
8 8 158 3 1 65 
9 q 245 5 3 180 
10 10 26 1 3 120 
* END 
CHAPTER IV 
A SAMPLE PROBLEM 
To describe the simulation program further, a sample 
problem is presented in this chapter. Input to the program 
will be explained and output will be interpreted as it per-
tains to the improvement of the situation. 
The Problem Statement 
A dispatch center located in Oklahoma City receives 
long distance telephone reports of operations from various 
locations across the United States. The calls are similar 
in nature and duration. The proportion of calls to the cen-
ter from the various WATS zones designated for the State of 
Oklahoma are as shown in Table VIII. 
It is estimated that these call~ (Table VIII) are 
placed at the rate of 45 calls per hour and that the distri-
bution of interarrival times is negative exponential. Dura-
tions of the calls have been measured to average three 
minutes? also distributed exponentially by assumption® 
Persons placing the calls have been instructed to replace 




DISTRIBUTION OF CALLS IN THE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
Zone Percentage 







The system presently uses seven full-time inbound WATS 
lines to cover all the zones and operates on a 22-workday 
month. The objectives of the solution by simulation are to: 
( 1) determine the proper combination of full-time 
WATS lines 9 measured WATS lines 9 and long 
distance connections allowing no more than 
fifteen per cent of the calls in any one 
zone to find a busy signal~ and still mini-
mizing cost; 
(2) compare the cost of operation (under the 
selected arrangement) varying the average 
call duration from two to four minutes; 
( 3) calculate the costs for an increase in traf-
fic density to 60 calls per houra 
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Input to the Program 
Traffic density must be converted to average inter-
arrival time of calls in seconds. In this case, a rate of 
45 calls per hour equals an interarrival time of 90 seconds. 
This figure is entered in Table V, Card 5, as: 
INITIAL 
The average call duration of three minutes is read in as 180 
seconds on Card 7 (Table V): 
INITIAL X2,180 
Figure J(a) shows a histogram of the origins of calls 
by zone; J(b) shows the corresponding cumulative function 
which is to be entered into the simulation program. In 




2 FUNCTION RN2,D7 
.59 1 .64 2 e75 J .86 4 .95 5 
Waiting times before recalling are assumed to be nor-
mally distributed® The mean of 15 minutes is converted to 
900 seconds for Card 14 (Table V) and a standard deviation 
of 60 seconds is added by means of Card 16 (Table V): 
INITIAL XJ 1 900 
INITIAL X4,60 
The number of lines per zone is specified by designat-
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Since the basic program is designed for the use of one 
line per zone, no other data is required for the proper cost 
calculationo However, if a second or third line is added to 
any zone, not only must the storage capacity be increased, 
the full-time WATS service charge must be doubled or tripled 
accordingly and the measured WATS rate in functions 11-17 
must be adjusted (see Appendix A). 
Output From the Program 
The two major tables of interest to the systems analyst 
are Table VII, the review of the parameters and Table VI, an 
activity record of performance and cost. For the simulation 
of one 8000 call month of telephone service, the following 
report was generated (Table IX). 
The first factor to be considered is utilization. This 
is reflected in the number of busy signals occurring in each 
zone. In the example under discussion, it is obvious that a 
saturated condition exists in Zone 1 when there were 32,451 
busy signals met by the 8000 calls; that is, each call had 
to be placed five times, meeting four busy signals before 
one successful connection. In a real situation, customers 
would have given up calling long before this" Therefore, 
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another simulation run is necessary to test the system with 
two lines to Zone 1. 
TABLE IX 
ACTIVITY RECORD (REJECTED) 
Long 
Total Time Full-Time Measured Distance Busy 
Zone in Seconds WATS Cost WATS Cost Cost Signals 
1 5887656 $ 900.00 $ 1750.00 $ 2458.25 329451 
2 557714 1100.00 341. 44 476.10 25 
3 1709626 1300.00 1026.70 1483.20 330 
4 1539782 1500.00 1000.13 1509.20 280 
5 1277367 1750.00 906.50 1314.95 144 
6 74,277 1850.00 585.51 870.75 68 
7 2457465 545.00 921. 60 1280.96 865 
19415,887 $ 8945.00 $ 6531.88 $ 9393.41 
The activity record for the second run with an addi-
tional line to Zone 1 reads as shown in Table X. 
Utilization has definitely improved. Only 14% of the 
calls made in Zone 1 were recycled because of a busy signale 
This meets part of the first requirement of the problem. 
Scanning each zone permits the minimum cost combina-
tion of lines to be determined. The result is noted on the 
report of Table X and recapped in Table XI. 
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TABLE X 
ACTIVITY RECORD FOR PART ONE OF THE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
Long 
Total Time Full-Time Measured Distance Busy 
Zone in Seconds WATS Cost WATS Cost Cost Signals 
1 580,638 $ 1800.00* $ 1925.00 $ 2436.40 1120** 
2 62,021 1100.00 373.81* 514.50 25 
3 163,715 1300.00 987. 40 * 1437.90 281 
4 161,543 1500.00 1047.43* 1543.80 270 
5 131,334 1750.00 932.35* 1364.65 187 
6 72,703 1850.00 574.90* 842.30 52 
7 245,333 545.00:1"' 920.95 1281.53 929 
1,417~287 $ 984.5. 00 $ 676t.84 $ 9421.08 
*Selected in scanning. 
**Used for measuring utilization. 
TABLE XI 
MINIMUM COST COMBINATION FOR THE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
Zone Service Cost 
1 Full-time WATS $ 1800.00 
2 Measured WATS 373.81 
3 Measured WATS 987.40 
4 Measured WATS 1047.43 
5 Measured WATS 932.35 
6 Measured WATS 574.90 
7 Full-time WATS 545.00 
Minimum Total Cost $ 6260.89 
The second part of the problem asked for a comparison 
of cost as the average call duration varied from two to four 
minutes. The three activity records have been extracted 
from the output of the respective simulations and are summa-
rized in Table XII. Selection of the minimum cost combina-
tion reveals a common pattern, full-time WATS facilities in 
the two nearest zones and measured WATS facilities in the 
balance. The utilization measured by the number of busy 
signals indicates that Zone 1 is again saturated and needs a 
third line when the average call duration rises to four 
minutes. 
Part three of the sample problem asked for a perform-
ance and cost record for a simulation of 60 calls per hour. 
Ten thousand calls were generated with results as given in 
Table XIII. 
Again, it is evident that Zone 1,would be overburdened 
with more than one-half of the calls having to call again. 
In Zone 7, one-quarter of the calls met busy signals. 
Regardless of the service combinations selected~ this level 
of traffic density requires at least two additional lines 
























ACTIVITY RECORD FOR PART TWO OF THE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
Long 
Full-Time Measured Distance Busy 
WATS Cost WATS Cost Cost Signals 
$ 1800.00* $ 1912.90 $ 2098.80 375 
1100.00 280.39* 464.65 26 
1300.00 645.74* 1201. 50 161 
1500.00 696.53* 1315.70 147 
1750.00 660.54* 1194.20 122 
1850.00 387.06* 680.05 32 
545.00* 634.73 1069.96 491 
Average call duration~ 2 min.; minimum cost= $5015.26 
$ 1800.00* $ 1925.00 $ 2436.00 1120 
1100.00 373.81* 514.50 25 
1300.00 987.40* 1437.90 281 
1500.00 10!±7. 43* 154.3. 80 270 
1750.00 932.35* 1364.65 187 
1850.00 574.90* 842.30 52 
545.00* 920.95 1281.53 929 
Average call duration = 3 min. ; minimum cost = $6260. 89 
$ 1800.00* $ 1925.00 $ 2827.30 22.50* * 
1100.00 511.64* 611.15 51 
1300.00 1252.88* 1624.20 477 
1500.00 1238.46* 1663.10 374 
1750.00 1172.84* 1535.45 249 
1850.00 738.23* 971.50 '71 
545.00* 1239.23 1556.21 1678 
Average call duration = 4 min. , minimum cost "' $7259. 05 




ACTIVITY RECORD FOR PART THREE OF THE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
Long 
Full-Time Measured Distance Busy 
Zone WATS Cost WATS Cost Cost Signals 
1 $ 1800.00 $ 1925.00 $ 3107.95 5643* 
2 1100.00 464.15 660.35 78 
.3 1.300.00 1208.80 1752.90 742 
4 1500.00 12.39.20 1885.00 616 
5 1750.00 1066.30 1598.45 .311 
6 1850.00 676.57 1007.55 107 
7 545.00 1175.31 1638.48 2616* 
*Used for measuring utilization. 
This sample problem has exercised only a few of the 
options in the program. The analyst could also study the 
effect of shifts in traffic from one zone to another® 
Repeated simulation runs with varied parameters controlling 
the time delay before recall may show that immediate recall 
is a poor procedure when compared to waiting for a specific 
extended period. The delay, of course, depends upon the 
values of the other parameters representing interarrivals 9 
durations, etc. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
General Conclusions About Simulation 
There are two major conclusions drawn as a result of 
this research. The first is addressed to the manager or 
user with a problem in systems operation. 
Simulation can be used to analyze situations whose com-
plex structure and dynamic nature defy the most capable 
mathematician. The modern computers and simulation lan-
guages allow the man actually responsible for the solution 
to describe the problem as he sees it, to define the meas-
ures of performance 9 and to specify the form of the output. 
With these guidelines and with sufficient time 9 an indus-
trial engineer specializing in simulation techniques can 
test any number of plans for the solution of the problem® 
The highest level of theoretical sophistication can be in-
voked where it is necessary, yet the outcome can be inter-
preted easily and explained to the decision-maker with the 
original problems His personal evaluation would then deter-
mine whether a satisfactory answer has been found or whether 
additional work is necessary to support the decision making 
process. 
, This research has demonstrated that such a realistic 
problem situation can be modeled accurately and analyzed 
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thoroughly by means of simulation. The process of analysis 
escalates from a level of practical understanding to higher 
levels of sophisticated mathematics for computational pur-
poses. Then the reverse process provides a variety of 
feasible solutions for the responsible decision-maker. All 
of this can be done without disturbing the normal flow of 
business in the actual problem area. 
The second conclusion is directed to the systems ana-
lyst who is presumably a qualified industrial engineer. 
Experience on this investigation has confirmed the 
author's observations of several years of simulation work. 
The process is one requiring industry, patience 9 and under-
standing of the humans involved with the system under 
analysis. The program described herein required some sixty 
separate computer runs several months of observation to 
determine what the operations manager neededa As the orig-
inal model unfolded and grew 7 fresh ideas and new difficul-
ties came up, each one extending the program a Simulat..i.o:ns 
using the present program to study an 8000-call work-month 
under the ideal combinations of telephone facilities use 
four to five minutes of IBM 360 Model 50 time" The systems 
analyst must be aware, therefore 7 that the results of the 
study must justify the expenditure of large amounts of time 
and money and should make this known before the analysis is 
begun. 
It is also true that once the model has been con-
structed and tested it will serve for a long period of time 
as a tool for monitoring operations. As changes in the flow 
of traffic inevitably occur, their effects can be forecast. 
Proposed raises in costs can also be evaluated easily. 
Thus, the relatively heavy cost of building the simulation 
model can be defrayed by later benefits as with any other 
capital expenditure. 
Specific Conclusions and Recommendations 
on This Program 
This program has been tested extensively. It meets all 
of the claims made in the Introduction. Its present form 
limits the durations of the calls to a range of ten seconds 
to fifteen minutes and to a maximum of 110 hours of use in 
each zone. Instructions for extending these limits and for 
making simple changes such as the substitution of other 
forms of statistical or empirical distributions are pro-
vided in Appendix I. 
In summary, the simulation program will allow the 
decision-maker, with the assistance of a systems analyst 9 to 
model an existing telephone traffic flow situation. Once 
the model has been initialized a normal work-month can be 
simulated closely with service charges calculated for each 
of three optional procedures. The decision-maker can also 
alter the number of telephone lines simulated 9 the fre-
quency and duration of calls, the pattern of call sources, 
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the response to busy signals and the individual rates to 
extend the application of the procedure. This program can 
be adapted,for use with any central dispatching operation in 
the continental United States. 
Extensions to this program would include: 
(1) provision for varying the levels of telephone 
traffic throughout the workday to describe a 
particular application more precisely with 
modification to exercise the simulation on a 
timed-run basis, 
(2) inclusion of night-rates for long-distance 
billing analysis, 
(J) combination of the storage specification 
(number of lines per zone) with the corre-
sponding rate table to simplify the testing 
of added lines. 
It is also recommended that these extensions be carried 
out by rewriting the program in that version of the General 
Purpose Simulation System which permits the use of the 
FORTRAN language in subroutines designed by the user. 
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APPENDIX A 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE PRESENT PROGRAM 
50 
51 
Other Statistical and Empirical Distributions 
The exponential distribution has been used for both 
interarrival times and for call durations by using samplings 
from a continuous function of this form to spread values 
around certain mean values. 
GENERATE Xi, FNi and 
ASSIGN 1,X2,1 
refer to Function 1. If the normal distribution is more 
appropriate for either of these purposes, it is necessary to 




as the normal distribution is also loaded into the program 
as Function 2. 
Assuming that some other form of distribution must be 
used, it should be written as a continuous cumulative func-
tion and called upon, not as a modifier, but for the actual 
value to be used. For example, 
20 FUNCTION 
0,10/5000,900 
GENERATE FN20 or 
ASSIGN 2,FN20 
Additional Lines to a Zone 
Each zone has 1 line in the basic program. This is 
stated in 3 places in the listing for 3 different reasons. 
The addition of one or more lines to a zone requires that 
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changes be made in each of the 3 places. 
For example, Card 19 (Table V) reads: 
1 STORAGE 1 ZONE 1 LINES - 1 
To account for a second line, this should read: 
1 STORAGE 2 ZONE 1 LINES - 2 
Secondly, Card 149 (Table V) reads: 
INITIAL MX2(1,2)90000 1 FULLTIME WATS LINE ZONE 1 
or ''the cost of a single line in Zone 1 on a full-time WATS 
rate is $900. 11 A second full-time WATS line would double 
that cost: 
INITIAL MX2(1,2)180000 2 FULLTIME WATS LINES ZONE 1 
Lastly, Card 183 (Table V) reads: 
600,22000/6600,175000 1 MEASURED WATS LINE - ZONE 1 
saying: "the rate is a continuous function beginning at 
$220 for the first 660 seconds and climbing (at the rate of 
$16.50/hour) to a cost of $1750.00 for 6600 seconds or 110 
hours. The inclusion of a second line changes this to: 
1200,44000/6600,192500 2 MEASURED WATS LINES - ZONE 1 
Consideration of Figure 2 will verify the values. 
Extension of Run Length 
Card 271 (Table V) controls the number of calls to be 
simulated completely: 
START 8000 SIMULATE 8000 CALLS 
This value can be enlarged or reduced by simply altering the 
constant. Caution must be taken, however, to assure that 
extremely long runs do not cause overflow in the cost tables 
or exceed the present limits on the measured WATS cost 
functions. 
Revision of Rate Tables and Functions 
53 
The rate tables for long distance service 1 the rate 
functions for measured WATS service and the monthly cost of 
full-time WATS service are not current. Sample values have 
been used for demonstration purposes only. 
The long distance rates are stored in MATRIX 1 with 1 
row for each zone and 15 columns for 15 one-minute incre-
ments. Thus 1 a charge of $.55 for a three-minute call from 
Zone 1 is read into the program as: 
INITIAL 
These rates have been drawn from interstate and intrastate 
charge tables provided by Southwestern Bell Telephone 
Company. In order to relate the long distance charges to a 
call described by duration and zone of origin 9 an approxima-
tion has been made by measuring the average distance from 
the point of operations to the geographic center of each 
zone. This measurement resulted in the figures shown :in 
Table XIV. 
It would be necessary to correct this data for the 
application of the program to another point of operation by 
conBulting the proper WATS area map. 
Information needed for the revision of the measured 
WATS service and full-time WATS service may be secured from 
the telephone sales representative. 
TABLE XIV 
DISTANCE APPROXIMATION FOR ZONES 
Zone Distance from Oklahoma City 
1 100 miles 
2 400 II 
3 550 II 
4 850 II 
5 1100 II 
6 1200 II 
7 1440 II 
The proper program changes would be made to both the 
measured WATS cost functions and full-time WATS table 
(Matrix 2) as indicated under the heading titled Additional 
Lines to a Zone (in this section). 
APPENDIX B 
BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE PROGRAM 
55 
BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE PROGRA..M 
INITIALIZE: MEAN TIME BETWEEN CALLS 
MEAN DURATION OF CALLS 
DISTRIBUTION OF SOURCES OF 
CALLS BY ZONE 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF DELAY BEFORE REPLACING 
CALLS 
NUMBER OF LINES PER ZONE 
t 
INITIALIZE: LONG DISTANCE COSTS BY ZONE 
AND BY DURATION OF CALL 
FULL-TIME WATS COST.S BY ZONE 
AND NUMBER OF LI~~S 
PER ZONE 
MEASURED WATS RATES BY ZONE, 
TIME AND NUMBER OF LINES 
PER ZONE 
l 
GENERATE A CALL WITH RANDOM DURATION AND 
RANDOM SOURCE AT A RANDOM INTERVAL 
t 
I COMPUTE LONG DISTANCE COST OF THIS CALL 
l 




USE AVAILABLE LINE I RECORD EVENT 






ACCUMULATE TIME USED IN EACH ZONE I 
,I, 
SUMMARIZE DURATIONS AND COMPUTE COSTS BY 
ZONE AND BY TYPE OF SIMULATED LINE; 
REPORT NUMBER OF BUSY SIGNALS BY ZONE 
APPENDIX C 
EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETE PROGRAM PRINTOUT 
57 
/ ITRA I @3 JOB ( 10435, 215-30-73 07, 008,,, ,2 I,' TOM AUER' ,CLASS=A, MS GLEVEL= 1 
II EXEC GPSS,TIME.Gl'SS=B 
XXGPSS EXEC l'GM=DAGOl,PARM=B 
XXSTEPL!B OD DSN=SYSl.GPSS,DISP=SHR 
XXOOUTPUT DD SYSOUT=A 
XXDINTERO DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,1011 
XXOSYMTAB DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,110,1011 
XXOREPTGfN no U~IT=SYSDA,SPACE=ITRK,(10,1011 
XXD I NT WORK )D UN IT= ( SYSDA, SEP= ID INT ERO I I ,SPACE= (TRK, ( 10, 10 I I 
XXDINPUTl no DDNAME=SYSIN 























I ff285 I 
ALLOC. FOR TBA1@3 GPSS 
STEPLIB ON 130 
DOUT PUT 0"1 06 E 
DINTERO ON 134 
DSYMTAB ON 136 
DREPTGE~ ON 134 
DINTWDRK ON 136 
01"1PUTI ON 040 
SYSl.GPSS 
VOL SER NOS= DJSKOO. 
SVS70155.T072651.RFOOO.TRA1@3.R0000001 
VOL SER NOS= 
SYS70155.T07265l.RFOOO.TBA1@3.R0000002 
VOL SER NOS= D1SK04. 
SYS70155.T07265l.RFODO.TBA1@3.ROOOC003 
VOL SER NOS= DISK06. 
SYS70l55.T072651.RFOOO.TaA1@3.R0000004 
VOL SER NOS= D1SK04. 
SYS70!55.T07265l.RFOOO.T3Al@3.R0000005 
VOL SER NOS= D1SK06, 
SYS70l55,T07265!.RFOCO.TBA1@3.R0000006 
























* OKLAHOMA STATE UNfVERSITY * 
* UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTER * 
* MFT-11 RELEASE 17 WITH HASP-II * 
**********************************••················· 
*JOB NAMEO••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••!T8Ali3 '* 
*LOG ON AT••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••• 7:27 AM* 
*DATE•••••••••••••••••••••••••THURSDAY, JUNE 4, 1970* 
*PARTITION IUENTIFICATION •••••••••••••••••••••••• •A'* 
*PARTITION SIZE••••••••••••••••••••••••••ol68K BYTES* 
**********************************··················· 
*~*************************************************** 
*STEP NAMED•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'GPSS '* 
*ENDED AT•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••• 7:37 AM• 
*COMPLETION COOE ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o96* 
*PROCESSOR TIME USED •••••••••••••••••••••••• 00.07.52* 
*SELF IMPOSED WAIT T!ME ••••••••••••••••••••• oo.oo.S3* 
*MAXIMUM CORE USED BY THIS STEP••••••••••••90K BYTES* 
***************************************************** 
*******************~********************************* 
•JOB NAMED~••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••'TBA1@3 '* 
*LOG OFF AT••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7:37 AM* 
•TOTAL PROCESSOR T!Mc USED•••••••••••••••••o00.07.52* 
•TUTIL SELF IMPOSED WAIT TJME ••••••••••••••• 00.01.oa* 
•TUTAL ENVIRONMENTAL WAIT TIME •••••••••••••• oo.oo.41* 
*MAXIMUM CORE USED BY ANY 'GO• STEP ••••••••• OK BYTES• 
•PROGRAM RAN IN MAIN STORAGE * 
*************=*************************************** V 0 
*** TOTAL COST: S27.14 *** 







*INPUT- MEAN CF EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
Hi!TlAL Xl,90 
*INPUT- MEAN OF EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
INITIAL X2,180 
•INPUT- CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF CALLS 
2 FUNCTION RN2,D7 




IMPROVE RN GENERATORS 
OF CALL INTERARRIVAL TIMES 
MEAN TIME - 90 SEC. 
OF CALL DURATIONS 
MEAN CALL DUR 180 SEC. 
FROM EACH ZONE 
DIST. OF CALLS BY ZONE 
3 .• 86 4 .95 
*INPUT- MEIN OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF WAITING TIMES BEFORE RECALLING 
INITIAL X3,9DO MEAN OF NORMAL DIST. 900 SEC 
*INPUT- STD. DEV. OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF SAME WAITING TIMES 
INIT[AL X4,60 STD. DEV. 60 SEC. 
* 
* 








•INPUT- COST OF 
* 
l MAT~IX 
IN IT I AL 
INITIAL 
!NIT!Al 




!NI Tl AL 




lNI TI AL 
INITIAL 
INITIAL 
*!~PUT- ClJST OF 
INITIAL 
Pl TT !Al 
PHTI AL 
!N!T[Al 
IN !Tl AL 
INITIAL 
INITIAL 
IN IT I AL 
PJ! TI AL 
!', rT I 4L 
1 ZONE 1 LINES -
1 ZONE 2 Ll'lES -
1 ZONE 3 LINES -
l ZONE 4 Ll"IES -
l ZU"IE 5 LINES -
l ZONE 6 LINES -
l ZONE 1 LINES -
LD CALLS FROM ZONE l BY DURATION IN MINUTES 




M X J( 1, 4 I, 70 
!'.Xl(l,5),85 
~)(1(1,6),100 






>\XI (1,13) ,205 
~Xl ( l, lt.J, 220 
MXl(l,151,235 
LD CALLS F~OM ZONE 
MXlf2,ll,110 
MX1!2,2},110 




































































INITIAL MXl(Z,111,310 56 
INITIAL MXI( 2,121,335 51 
i'H Tl AL MXI (2,131,3&0 58 
!NIT !AL MXl( 2,141,385 59 
INITIAL MX112, 151,410 60 
" 
61 
* H,:DUT- COST or LD CALLS FROM ZONE 3 BY DURATION TN MINUTES 62 
INITIAL MX1(3, ll,l20 63 
INITIAL '1Xll3,21,12C 64 
!NIT I AL MX1(3,3l,120 65 
IN! T!AL ".XI I 3, 41 , 150 66 
INJTJAL MXll 3, 51,lBC 67 
!NIT I Al MXl!3,6l,210 68 
INITIAL MX!(3,7l,24C 69 
lf'I IT I Al MX1!3,81,270 70 
!NIT I AL MXI !3,91,300 71 
INITIAL MXI ( 3, !0l, 330 72 
!IHTIAL MX1(3,lll,36,J 73 
INITIAL MX!13,12l ,390 74 
INITIAL MX!(3,131,420 75 
INITIAL MX113, l4l,450 7& 
PH Tl AL MXl!3,15l,480 77 
* 
78 
«INPUT- COST OF LO CALLS FROM ZONE 4 BY DURATION IN MINUTES 79 
INITIAL MX1(4,ll,130 80 
!NIT I AL MX ll 4, 21, 130 81 
INITIAL MXl 14,31, 130 82 
INITIAL MXU4,41,l65 83 
INITIAL MX1(4,51,200 84 
!NIT! AL MX1!4,ol ,;>35 85 
!NIT! AL MX114,71,27C 86 
!NIT! AL MXl!4,81,305 87 
IN IT !AL MX!(4,91,340 88 
!NIT! AL >IXl( 4, lOl, 375 69 
I'll Tl Al MXl (4, lll ,410 90 
INITIAL MX!! 4,121,445 91 
l NIT l AL MXl!4, l3) ,480 92 
INITIAL MXl{ 4,141,515 93 
INITIAL MX1{4, 15) ,550 94 
* 95 
*INPUT- COST OF LD CALLS FROM ZO~E 5 SY DURATION IN MINUTES 96 
PHTJAL MXl(5, ll, 140 97 
l"ll TI AL MX l ( 5, 2 l , 140 98 
!NIT! AL MX1(5,31,140 99 
IN IT l Al MX1(5,4), 175 100 
l NJ Ti Al MX1(5,5!,210 101 
l'l IT I AL 'IXJ(5,61,245 102 
INITIAL MXl 15,7),280 103 
PJIT!AL :>\Xll5,8),3l5 104 
I~! Tl Al ~Xl(S,9),350 105 
l~fTJAL MXJ(5,lOl,385 106 
IN IT I Al ~XI (5,111,420 107 
PH TI 4L MX1(5,12J,455 108 
INITIAL MXl{ 5,13) ,490 109 
IN IT! AL V.Xl (5,141,525 110 








l"l!T I AL 
It,! Tl AL 
l'.ilT ! AL 
!NIT !AL 
I'll Tl Al 
INITIAL 
IN! Tl Al 
INITIAL 





*INPUT- COST OF 
• 






!NIT I AL 
INITIAL 




l"IIT I AL 
I NI Tl AL 
INITIAL 
*l NDIJT- Ci1ST OF 
lD CALLS FROM ZONE 6 BY DURATION IN MINUTES 
"1Xl(6,ll,155 






























FUlL-TJ•1E WATS SERVICE BY ZONE 
2 MATRIX 
PH TI hL 
INITIAL 
INITIAL 
I '<I Tl Al 
!NIT! AL 
l'<ITIAL 
IN !Tl Al 




FVAR l ABU: 
MX2 ( l ,21,90000 
MX2(2,2l,110000 







1 FlJLLTIME wATS LINE ZONE l 
l FULL TIME WATS LINE ZONE 2 
l FULL TIME wATS LINE ZONE 3 
l FULL Tl ME WATS LINE ZONE 4 
I FULL TIME WATS LINE zor,E 5 
I FULL TIME WATS LINE ZONE 6 
I FULLTIME WATS LINE ZONE 7 
PA~AMETER PRINTOUT 
CONV. SEC. TO MIN. 




l FU~CTlO~ RN1,C20 
• l • lC-4 • 2 
• ~ l 5 • 7 1. 2 • 75 
2.3 .92 2.52 .94 




STA~D. NEG. EXPO~. FUN. 
.3 .355 .4 .509 .5 
.R l.6 .84 1.83 .88 




·~rSCR!BE TME STA~DA~OIZEn ~o~~Al CISTRIRUTlDN 
5 FUNCTION ~N2,C39 STANO. NORMAL DIST. 


































































.0047 -2.6 .0082 -2.4 .0139 -2.2 
.0808 -1.4 .1151 -1.2 .1587 -1.0 
.4?C7 -0.2 .SOOC O.O .5793 D.2 
.8413 1.0 .8849 1.2 .9192 1.4 
.9861 2.2 .9918 2.4 .9953 2.6 
.999663.4 .999773.5 1.0 6.0 











.0359 -1. 8 .0548 -1.6 
.2743 -0.6 .3446 -0.4 
.7257 0.6 • 7881 0.8 
.9641 1.a .9773 2.0 
.998653.0 .999313.2 
3 FUNCTION V5,C2 REF. FUN. FOR NORMAL DIST. 
O,C,/99999,99999 
* 
•INPUT- MEASURED WATS RATES IN FUN.11-17, CONV. SEC. TO MIN., RND. UP 
11 FVARIABLE (MX2Cl,ll/60+99/100) 
11 FUNCTION Vll,C2 
600,2200C/66C0,175000 l MEASURED WATS LINE - ZONE 
12 •VARIABLE (MX2(2,l)/60+99/l00) 
12 FUNCTION Vl2,C2 
60C,24000/6600,209000 l MEASURED WATS LINE - ZONE 2 
13 FVARIABLE (MX2(3,l)/60+99/l00) 
13 FUNCTION Vl3,C2 
60C,26C00/6600,231000 1 MEASURED WATS LINE - ZONE 3 
14 FVARIASLE (MX7(4, ll /60+99/!00I 
14 FUNCTION V14,C2 
60D,28000/6600,248000 l MEASURED WATS LINE - ZONE 4 
15 FVARJABLE (~X2C5,ll/60~99/100) 
15 FUNCTION Vl5,C2 
600,31000/6600,266000 l MEASURED WATS LINE - ZONE 5 
16 FVAqJA8LE (MX2C6,ll/60+99/IOOI 
16 FUNCTION Vl6,C2 
600,325G0/66C0,2775D0 1 MEASURED WATS LINE - ZONE 6 
17 FVARIABLE (MX2(7,ll/60+99/1001 
17 FUNCTION Vl7,C2 
600,l650C/6600,146500 l MEASURED WATS LINE - ZONE 7 
* 
•BEGIN THE ACTUAL SIMULATION OF CALLS COMING IN 
GENEKATE Xl,FNI GENERATE CALLS AT INT. Xl 
* 
*COJ~T A~9 RECSRO THE INCD•ING CALLS 
SAVEVALUE 10+,Kl RECUR1 NO. OF THE CALL 
NO. UF CALL IN Pl ASSIGN 1,XlO 
• 
*4SSIG~ TO THE CALL A ~AND04 DJRATIO~ FROM FU~CTION l 
ASSIG'I 2,X2,l CALL DUR. SEC. IN P2 





~CHfC~ TO ASSURE 
'-1:i.X Tf:ST G 
ASS I Gr,: 
A MINIMUM DURATION OF 10 SECONDS TO THE CALL 
P?,KlG,MAX M!~. CALL OUR.-10 SEC. 
2, Kl(, 
,MIN 
A MAXIMUM DURITION OF 15 ~iNUTES TD THE CALL 
P2,K900,~[N MAX. CALL DUR.-15 MIN. 
2,K9GO 
*P~CAl(JL~Tt DUPATION JF THE CALL IN MINUTES FQR LO BILLING 
'\IN ASSIGN 3 ,VI DURATION :JF CALL IN P3 MIN. 
*~SSlGN T·J THE CALL l ZONE FRO~ FU~CTJON 























































































•C~MPUTE THE LD COST OF THE CALL FROM COST TABLE l 
ASSIGN 5,MXl(P4,P3l COST OF LD CALL IN PS 
•ALLOW 10 CALLS TO BE PRINTED OUT TO CHEC~ THE PARAMETERS 






•ATTEMPT TQ USE A PARTICULAR ZONE LINE 
CALL GATE SNF P4,BUSY TRY TD USE LINE 
*USE THE AVAILABLE LJNE 
ENTER P4 USE LINE FOR ZONE IN P4 
* SI~ULATE THE DURATION OF THE CALL 
ADVANCE P2 DUR. OF CALL 






•RECORC THE FACT THAT A PARTICULAR ZONE LINE WAS BUSY WHEN NEEDED 
BUSY ~SAVEVALUE 2+,P4,5,Kl RECORD A BUSY LINE 
* 
• SIMULATE wAITING WITH A TIME FPOM FUNCTION 3 
IUVANCE 1,FN3 WAIT BEFORE CALLING AGAIN 
• 
•TRY Tn PLACE THE CALL AGAI~ 
,Cl~ LL CALL AGAIN 
•ACCUMULATE CALL DURATIONS 6Y ZONE FOR MEASURED ~ATS BILLING 
3!LL MSAVEVALUE 2+,P4,l,P2 ACCUM TIME IN MX2 BY ZONE AND 
• 
•ACCU~ULATE LONG DISTANCE COSTS BY ZONE 
M$AVEVALUE 2+,P4,4,P5 ACCUM LD COST IN MX2 BY ZONE 
• 
•DfST~QY THE TRANSACTION Sl~ULATING A CALL 
TEKM!NATE l 
• 
•ALLOW I CERTAIN ~UM!ER OF CALLS TO BE SIMULATED COMPLETELY 
START 80GO SIMULATf 8000 CALLS 
*BEGI~ A su~MARY PHASE OF THE SIMULATION 
GEI\JtRt.TE ,,.1 
*SU~~ARIZf T~!E OURATIONS OF THE CALLS IN SfCONDS 
MS,\VtVALUE 2•,8.J,MXZ(l,11 SUM CALL DURATIONS 




























































































•SUMMARIZE THE FULL-TIME WATS COSTS FOR ALL ZONES 








*COMPUTE ANQ SUMMARIZE THE MEASURED WATS COSTS BY LONE 















*SUMMARIZE THE LONG DISTANCE COSTS FOR ALL ZONES 








STAG T l 
REPORT 
EJECT START A NEW PAGE 
MSAV TITLE l,LONG DISTANCE COSTS BY ZONE AND BY MINUTES 
EJECT START A NEW PAGE 
NSAV TITLE 2,ZONE, TOTAL SECONDS, FULLTI~E WATS COST, MEASURED ~A 
ATS COST, LONG DISTANCE COST AND NUMBER OF TIMES BUSY 
EJECT START A NEW PAGE 
~SAV TITLE 3,CALL NUMBER, SECONDS, MINUTES, ZONE AND LONG DISTANC 










































































*INPUT- MEAN OF EXPONENTIAL DISTRI6UTION OF CALL INTERARRIVAL TIMES 
INITIAL Xl,90 
•INPUT- MEAN OF EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CALL DURATIONS 
INITIAL XZ,160 
*INPUT- CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF CALLS FROM EACH ZONE 
2 FUNCTION RN2 07 
.17 7 .59 1 .64 .75 .86 ,95 
1.0 
• 
•INPUT- MEAN OF NOR~AL DISTRIBUTION OF WAITING TIMES BEFORE RECALLING 
INITIAL X3,90C 
•INPUT- STD. DEV. OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF SAME ~AITING TIMES 
INITIAL X4,60 
• 
• INPUT- THF NUMBER OF LINES FROM EACH ZONE 





6 STORA GE 
1 STOR,,GE 




IN IT I Al 
INITIAL 
IN IT PL 
rnIT I AL 
!'JI Tr AL 





IN IT l Al 
!NIT! AL 
INITIAL 
t NIT l AL 
*-iNDUT- COST OF 
INITIAL 
I NI Tl AL 
1 r-.i IT 1 AL 
INITIAL 
INI TI .I\L 
INTTIAL 
fNJTIAL 
1 ~,Ill I ."..L 
l,"-JITI:~L 
l \ i TI !l.L 
IN IT l AL 
i NIT I AL 
1 '.JT TI ,'l.i_ 
I~ 11 I AL 
I:\ IT I ·\L 
X 7 15 
MXl( 1,11,55 


























MX l ( 2 t 12), 3 3 5 
MX l ( 2, 1 3) , 3 QC 
-'·~Xl(liU,)113¢5 
~Xl(2,l:il1410 
BY DURATION {N MINUTES 
*T~P\J'f,. ~.··1s ·1· L) C·'tll"I FR.o:~ zo:~1~ 3 SY OUR4TION IN MUWTES 
r~.;11 4L '·\Xl{3~ll,12C 
I'~l~ \l '·\'il(3,?);l20 
ThTiTA[ MXI l3~01,12o 
IN! Tl AL MX1!3,4l,l50 
IN!T I Al MXl13,5l,180 
!NIT! AL MXl(3,ol,210 
!NIT I Al MXl(3,7J,240 
!NIT! AL MX113,8J,270 
INITIAL MXIC3,9J,300 
l'IIT I AL MXll3,101,330 
!NIT! AL MX113,lll,360 
IN IT I Al MXIC3,12l,390 
INITIAL MX l {3,131,420 
INITIAL MXll3,14l ,450 
!NIT I AL MX1(3,15l,480 
* 
•INPUT- COST OF LO CALLS FROM ZONE 4 BY DURATION IN MINUTES 
INITIAL MX114,ll,l30 
INITIAL MX114,2 l, 130 
INITIAL ~Xl{4,3),130 
INITIAL MX1(4,4J, 165 
IN!TI Al MX1{4,5l,200 
INITIAL MX114,6J ,235 
INITIAL MXll4,7l,27G 
INITIAL MX1(4,8l ,305 
!NIT! AL MX1(4,9l,340 
!NIT! AL MX114,10J ,375 
INITIAL MX 1( 4, 11 l ,410 
!NIT I AL MX1(4, 12),445 
INITIAL MX1(4,13J ,480 
INITIAL MXll4,14l,515 
!NIT! AL MX1(4,15),550 
* 
*IN~UT- COST OF LO CALLS FROM ZONE 5 BY DURATION !N Ml"IUTES 
INJT!AL MXl{5,lJ,140 
IN IT l AL ~Xl(S,2),.140 
INITIAL MXUS,3),140 
INITIAL MXll 5,4l ,175 
IN IT l AL MXl(5,5l,210 
INITIAL MXl(S.6),245 
!NI Tl AL MX1CS,7J ,280 
INITIAL 1.!Xl(5,8lt315 
INI TI Al ~X115,9J,35C 
INITIAL MXlf 5, 10), 385 
IN!T l AL MX l{ 5,111,420 
INITIAL MXl( 5, 12) ,455 
JN!T !AL 1°"Xlt5,13},490 
I NI Tl AL MX1!5,14J,525 
IN l Tl AL MXlf5,15),560 
* 
•INPUT- COST Of LO CALLS FROM ZONE 6 8V DURATION IN MINUTES 
!N!TiAL >~Xl{6,l),l55 
I NI Ti AL ;>,1Xl{6,2l,155 
P4ITI!L MXlt6,3) ,155 
P.JlTlAL '-1Xlt6,4J, 195 
INf TI !l.L '.~Xl {6,5) ~235 
I 1·1 IT I /.L M):'1{6,6),275 
T Nl T JAL !'<1Xll6,7),315 
I NJ T ! AL '-IXl {6,B) ,355 
T"l IT I !:..L '-'.X1 {6,<tJ, 395 
I ~n T ! 4.L i•1Xl!6,l0),435 
PlJ TI O:.l :.,,Xl(6,lll,47S 
It~lT!AL MXl{h,12},515 
Ir.~ l Tl Al MX1(6,!3) ,555 
Pd 1 J Al • .,,Xl(h,14),595 
l'/ lT I ,\l T(l(6,i5l,635 
* 








































lN! Tl AL 
X 8 5 
MX 2! 1,21,90000 
MX2(2,21,l!OG00 
MX2! 3, 21, 130000 
MX2!4,2l,150000 
MX2{ 5,21, 175000 
MX2(6,2l,IB5000 
MX217,2 I ,54500 
3 MATRlX X 10 5 
l FVARIABLE {(?2/60)+99/100! 
*DESCA!SE THE STANDARDIZED NEGATlVE 
l FUNCTION RN! C20 
~ o .1 • I 04 • 2 
• 6 • 915 , 7 , • 2 • 75 
.9 2.3 .92 2,52 .94 















•DESCRIBE THE STANDARDIZED NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
5 FUNCTION RN2 C39 
0 -6. ,00023-3,5 .00034-3,4 
,0047 -2,6 ,0082 -2.4 .0139 -2,2 
.0808 -1,4 ,1151 -1.2 ,1587 -1.0 
.4207 -r.z .sooo o.o ,5793 0.2 
,8413 1,0 .8849 1.2 .9192 1.4 
.9861 2,2 ,99lb 2,4 .9953 2.6 
,999663,4 .~99773,5 1.r 6.0 
Vl~IABLE FN5*X4/1D000+X3 
FUNCTION VS CZ 
























, 9773 2.0 
.999313.2 
*INPUT- MEASU~fO 
11 fV AR. I A8L E 
WATS RATES IN FUN.11-17, CONY. SEC. TD MIN., RND. UP 
(MX2{1, ll/60+99/lOOl 
11 FUNCTION Vl 1 C2 
600 2200( 6600 175000 
12 FVARJAHLE (MX2(2,ll/60+99/10CI 
12 ft:"CliO,\ Vl2 C2 
500 24)!)('"> 6600 209000 
13 FVAAlftBLE ("X2(3,ll/60+99/l00l 
11 F UNC Tl lJ"i V l 3 C 2 
600 2o-'.)O(l 6600 231000 
14 rvAQlASLE (~X2(4,l}/60+99/1COJ 
t4 FU~;CT lC.11'\i Vl 4 C.2 
600 ZF-':.iS,'.) t,1:,IJ{., 248000 
1s 1-v:.~'.1:,~u: P~X2t5,ll/60+99/lO·)J 
lS FUNCTJ:J'~ Vl5 CZ 
60(' ':, E·,....~· (,h{•(' 266C·OG 
16 rv~;,1:1'"•,L~ ('..>X?.(6,l)/f>U+-99/100) 
C 
\J 
n,- l!u"i:;'Ef'i ;1,r vTo 1.l 
600 32500 6600 277500 
17 FVAP. I ASL E IMX217,ll/60+99/100l 
17 FUNCTION Vl7 CZ 
600 16500 6600 146500 
• 
*BEGIN THE ACTUAL SI MULA TI ON OF CALLS COlllNG IN 
1 GENERATE Xl FNl 
• 
•COUNT AND RECD.RD THE INCOMING CALLS 
2 SAVE VALUE 10+ Kl 
3 ASSIGN 1 XlO 
• 
•ASSIGN TO THE CALL A RANDOM DURATION FROM FUNCTION 1 








A MINIMUM DURATION OF 10 SECONDS TO THE CALL 
P2 KIO 6 
b 2 KlO 
7 10 
• 
•CHECK TD ASSURE A MAXl~UM DURATION OF 15 MINUTES TO THE CALL 
8 TEST G P2 K900 JO 
9 ASSIGN 2 K900 
• 
*RECALCULATE DURATION OF THE CALL IN MINUTES FOR LD BILLING 
10 ASSIGN 3 Vl 
• 
•ASSIGN TO THE CALL A ZONE FROM FUNCTION 2 
11 ASSIGN 4 FN2 
• 
•COMPUTE THE LO COST OF THE CALL FROM COST TABLE 1 
12 ASSIGN 5,MX1!P4,P3l 
• 
•ALLOW 10 CALLS TO BE PRINTED OIJT 
13 TEST LE Pl KIO 19 
14 MSAVEVALUE 3 Pl l 
15 MSAYEVALUE 3 Pl 2 
16 ~SAVEVALUE 3 Pl 3 
17 ~SAVE VALUE 3 Pl 4 
18 MSAVEVALUE 3 Pl 5 
• 
•ATHMPT TO USE A PARTICULAR ZONE 
19 GATE SNF P4 24 
• 
•USE THE AVAILABLE LINE 
20 ENTEP. P4 







* SIMULATE THE DURATION OF THE CALL 
21 ACVANCE P2 
• 
*TER~INATE T~E CALL 
22 LEAVE' P4 
23 TRANSFER 27 
*~ECORD THE FACT THAT PARTICULAR ZONE LINE WAS BUSY WHEN NEEDED 
24 MSAVEVALUE 2+ P4 5 Kl 
• SIMULHc WA!Tl~G WITH A TIME FROM FUNCTION 3 
25 Af.'!Vi\NCE 1 Ft-J3 
*TRY TO PLACf: TH~ Cl\ll AG-"dN 
26 T~ANS!-f; 19 
•ACCU~ULATE (All OUkATIONS BY zn~E FOR MEASURED WATS BILLING 
27 }'$4V~V~LUi: 2+ P4 P2 
LONG DISTANCE COSTS BY ZONE AND BY M !NU TES 
MAT R ! X FULLWORD SAVEVALUE 
COLUMN 4 6 9 
ROW 55 55 55 70 85 100 115 130 145 
110 110 110 135 160 185 210 235 260 
120 120 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 
4 130 130 130 165 200 235 210 305 340 
5 140 140 140 175 21G 245 28C 315 350 
6 155 155 155 195 235 275 315 355 395 
7 65 65 65 87 109 131 153 175 197 
COLUMN 10 11 12 13 14 15 
ROW 1 160 175 190 205 220 235 
2 285 310 335 36C 385 410 
3 330 360 390 420 450 480 
4 375 410 445 480 515 550 
5 385 420 455 490 525 5b0 
6 435 475 515 555 595 635 
7 219 241 263 285 307 329 
ZONE, TOTAL SECO~ns, fULLTIMf WATS COST, MEASURED WATS COST, LONG DISTANCE COST AND NUMBER OF TIMES BUSY 









































CALL NUMBER, SECONDS, MINUTES, ZONE AND LONG DISTANCE COST FOR EACH OF THE FIRST TEN CALLS 
MATRIX FULLWORD SAVEVALUE 3 
COLUMN 2 3 4 
ROW I I 160 3 1 65 
2 2 38 I 4 130 
3 3 9b 2 1 65 
4 4 404 1 7 153 
5 5 59 l 1 55 
6 b 153 3 3 120 
7 7 209 4 l 70 
8 8 158 3 7 65 
9 9 245 5 3 180 
10 10 2& 1 3 120 
* 
*BEGIN A SU'1~ARV PHASE OF THE Sl'IULATION 
30 GENERATE l 
* 
*SUM~ARIZE THE DURATIONS OF THE CALLS IN SECONDS 
31 MSAVEVALUE 2+,8,l,MX2(1,ll 
32 MSAVEVALUE 2+,S,1,MX212,ll 
33 MSAVEVALUE 2+,8,!,MX213,ll 
34 MSAVEVALUE 2+,8,1,MX2(4,ll 
35 MSAVEVALUE 2+,8,l,MX2!5,ll 
36 MSAVEVALUE 2+,B,l,MX2!6,ll 
37 MSAVEVALUE 2+,B,1,MXZ(7,ll 
*SUMMARIZE THE FULL-TIME WATS COSTS FOR ALL ZONES 
38 ~SAVEVALUE 2+,8,2,MXZll,21 
39 MSAVEVALUE 2+,B,2,MX212,2l 
40 MSAVEVALUE 2+,B,2,MX2(3,21 
41 MSAVtVllUE 2+,8,2,~X2(4,2) 
42 ~SAVEVALUE 2+,8,2,MX2(5,2l 
43 ~SAVEVALUE 2+,8,2,MXZC&,2) 
44 MSAVEVALUE 2+,8,2,MX2(7,21 
•CO~PIJTE At;O SUM.~~R I ZE THE MEASURED wATS COSTS BY ZONE 
45 MSAVEVALUE 2 l 3 FNl l 
46 MSAV!:V4LUE 2+,S,3,MX2f 1,3) 
47 MSAVEVHUE 2 2 3 FN12 
48 ~SAVEVALUE 2+,8,3,MX2(2,3) 
49 MSAVc\/ALUE 2 3 3 FN13 
50 MSAVEVALUE 2+,8,3.,MX/.t3,3) 
51 MSAVEVALUE 2 4 3 fN14 
52 MSAVEV.\L:J~ 2+,B,3,MX2(4,3) 
S3 MSAVEV•LUE 2 5 3 FN15 
54 11:SAVEVALUE 2+,8,3,MX2(5,3) 
55 ~SAV[VALUE 2 6 3 FNl6 
56 :-~S!..i/EV4ldt. 2+, 8, 3,MX2( 6, 31 
H ~SAVF:VALUE: 2 1 3 FN!7 
58 MS,':. V [ VA UJf 2+,d,3,MX2{7,3) 
• 
•SU!-t·".r.RIZC THE LO'JG ~!STANCE C:JSTS FOR All ZONES 
S9 MSAVf\fALUE ?+,8,4,~XZf l,41 
60 MSAVf:VALUf: 2+,S,4,MX2(2,41 
61 :~$11.1/f:VAlUt 2•,S,4,io!X2( 3,4} 
6? ~S.\Vf\/1\l!J~ 7.+,8,4,MX?(4,4) 
63 Y,$AVt V,\L!JE ?.•,~,4,MX2(5,4) 
64 P~~Vl V."...L\Ji 2-+- ,A,4,MX2( 6,4) 




LONG D[STA;~CE COSTS ev ZONE AND BY MINUTES 
!<IATR. l X FULLWORD SAV(VALUE 
COLiJM!I 2 3 4 5 6 7 q 
ROW 55 55 55 70 85 100 115 130 145 
110 110 110 135 160 185 2H: 235 260 
120 120 12C 150 180 210 240 270 300 
4 130 130 130 loS 200 235 270 305 340 
5 140 140 140 175 210 245 28C 315 350 
6 155 155 155 195 235 275 315 355 395 
7 65 65 65 87 109 131 153 175 197 
COL UM!\I 10 ll 12 13 14 15 
RO\.! 160 175 190 205 220 235 
285 310 335 360 385 410 
330 360 390 420 450 480 
375 41.0 445 480 515 550 
585 420 455 490 525 560 
6 435 475 515 555 595 635 
7 219 241 263 285 307 329 
ZONE, TOTAL SECO~DS, FULLT!ME WATS COST, MEASUPED WATS COST, LONG DISTANCE COST AND NUMBER Of TIMES BUSY 
MATRIX FULU/ORO SAVEVALUE 
COLU~N 

































CALL NU~BER, SECONDS, MINUTES, ZONE ANO LONG DISTANCE COST FOR EACH OF THE FIRST TEN CALLS 
MATR l X FULL HORD SAVE VALUE 
COLUMN 3 4 
ROW 1 l 160 3 65 
2 2 38 l 4 130 
3 3 96 2 7 65 
4 4 404 7 7 153 
5 5 59 1 l 55 
6 6 153 3 3 120 
7 7 209 4 l 70 
8 8 158 3 7 65 
9 9 245 5 3 180 
10 10 26 l 3 120 
ENO 
APPENDIX D 
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